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Ex-CDC Director Says It's High Time To Admit 'Significant
Side Effects' Of COVID-19 Vaccines

BY TYLER DURDEN SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2024 - 10:11 PM
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Authored by Tom Ozimek via The Epoch Times (emphasis ours),

Dr. Robert Redfield, former director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), said Thursday that many officials who tried to warn the public about potential
problems with COVID-19 vaccines were pressured into silence and that it’s high time
to admit that there were “significant” side effects that made people sick.

Then director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Dr.
Robert Redfield, holds up a document while testifying in Washington, DC, on
Sept. 16, 2020 in (Andrew Harnik-Pool/Getty Images)

Dr. Redfield made the remarks in a May 16 interview with Chris Cuomo on NewsNation,
during which he lamented the loss of public confidence in public health agencies because
of a lack of transparency around the vaccines, which he said “saved a lot of lives” but also
made some people “quite ill.”

“Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side effects from
vaccines ... we kind of got canceled because no one wanted to talk about the
potential that there was a problem from the vaccines, because they were afraid that
that would cause people not to want to get vaccinated,” Dr. Redfield said.

In his role as head of the CDC, Dr. Redfield was part of the Trump administration’s
Operation Warp Speed, a project to surge COVID-19 vaccine development at a time
during the pandemic when little was known about the virus and rapid vaccine rollout was
widely seen as key to getting the outbreak under control and lockdowns lifted.

In September 2020, a few months before the first COVID-19 vaccines were given in the
United States, Dr. Redfield testified before the Senate that COVID-19 represented the
“most significant public health challenge to face our nation in more than a century,” and
that the prevailing view among scientists at the time was that the overall case fatality rate
of the disease was somewhere between 0.4 and 0.6 percent in the United States.

“If you were to look right now, individuals under the age of 18, it’s about 0.01
percent, 19 to say 69, it’s more like 0.3 percent. And if you’re over the age of 70, it’s
about 5 percent now,” he testified at the time.

While there’s lingering controversy about the severity of COVID-19, a recent study
estimates that the global case fatality rate was 8.5 percent in February 2020 but had
plunged to 0.27 percent in August 2022, meaning that the estimated relative risk reduction
over that time was a whopping 96.8 percent.

In his interview on NewsNation, Dr. Redfield said that the vaccines that were developed as
part of Operation Warp Speed were “important” and saved “a lot of lives.” However,
despite their benefits, the drawbacks of the vaccines must be a matter of open
discussion, he said.

“They’re important for the most vulnerable people, those over 60, 65 years of age. They
really aren’t that critical for those that are under 50 or younger. But those vaccines saved
a lot of lives, but they also—we have to be honest, some people got significant side
effects from the vaccine,” he said.

“I have a number of people that are quite ill and they never had COVID, but they are ill
from the vaccine,” he continued. “And we just have to acknowledge that.”

Vaccine Controversy
The severity of COVID-19 remains a matter of debate because it’s unclear whether deaths
were overcounted or undercounted due to various factors, such as lack of clarity around
the role of underlying medical conditions in fatalities in cases where COVID-19 was listed
as the primary cause, or underreporting of asymptomatic infections. Aside from the issue
of whether people died “from” COVID-19 or “with” a positive test for SARS-CoV-2, there
have also been questions about the role of secondary pneumonia caused by mechanical
ventilation.

Either way, a study from January 2023 indicates that the global case fatality rate from
COVID-19 has dropped dramatically over the course of the pandemic. Global case
fatalities ranged from 1.7 to 39.0 percent in February to March of 2020, according to the
study—but fell to below 0.3 percent in July to August 2022.

The researchers estimate that the risk of death from COVID-19 has dropped by 96.8
percent over the course of the pandemic.

Along with a decline in COVID-19 fatalities, there have been growing concerns about
vaccine side effects, given that a significant number of vaccinated people have reported
various adverse reactions.

The most common COVID-19 vaccine adverse events are those that affect the body
generally, with fever, fatigue, and overall discomfort being the top three, according
to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). But there are others.

For instance, heart muscle inflammation (myocarditis) and inflammation of the lining
outside the heart (pericarditis) have both officially been acknowledged by the CDC as a
known side effect of Moderna’s and Pfizer’s mRNA COVID-19 vaccines.

Nervous system disorders have also been reported, with such disorders being the third
most common in the Pfizer trials, coming after general and muscle-related adverse
events.

There have also been papers linking spike-protein-based COVID-19 vaccines to skin
problems, a dull ringing in the ears known as tinnitus, visual impairments, blood clotting,
and even death. Recent reporting from EpochTV’s “American Thought Leaders“ program
indicates that the likelihood of death associated with COVID-19 vaccines (in close
proximity to the shot rather than proven as caused by it) was over 100 times greater than
for flu vaccines.

There are also concerns about a post-vaccination jump in excess deaths and disability.

The CDC still recommends that people of all ages receive a COVID-19 vaccine, saying
that the potential side effects do not outweigh the potential harms of getting sick with
COVID-19.

In a notice published in late April, the agency again called for adults aged 65 and older to
get the latest version of the vaccines.
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My family members, who dismissed my warnings not to get the jab, have
never fully acknowledged I was right. They went from ridiculing me for my
concerns, to no longer wanting to talk about it. 
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Same here. It's maddening and unforgiveable. 
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Mine disowned me.

I can only hope they were double boosted...
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My uncle says "It's cholesterol" still

Xibalba
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Ha! Your uncle is clueless. Feel free to send him this short
summary on cholesterol from internationally recognized
cardiologist, Dr. Aseem Malhotra.

https://youtu.be/x3BzgZqFuZc?si=2j19gvM_hF1b5SuI

And this… Dr. Peter McCullough: Covid "Vaccines" Are
Causing 'The Largest Blood Clots We've Ever Seen'

https://rumble.com/v2tqfrg-dr.-peter-mccullough-covid-
vaccines-are-causing-the-largest-blood-clots-wev.html

* Peter McCullough, M.D. is a world renown cardiologist with
over 1,000 publications and 685 citations in the National
Library of Medicine. Also board certified in internal medicine
and epidemiology.
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Dr. Bush from Hawaii said the correlation to cholesterol
statin and Ace2 drugs increased vaxxicidents...

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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This pathetic CDC director did not have the balls to tell his
people to do their goddam job?

Every one of these murderous, corrupted bastards should
be put against a wall and shot. 

Gargolic

"because no one wanted to talk about the
potential that there was a problem from the
vaccines"
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CDC Admits Covid Shots Killed 500,000 Children &
Young Adults
https://slaynews.com/news/cdc-admits-covid-shots-killed-
500000-children-young-adults/

Official CDC Excess Death Statistics Website (will be taken
off-air end of May24)
https://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?queryid=104676

Trump Calls for RFK Jr. to Join 2024 Debate Stage
https://slaynews.com/news/trump-rfk-jr-join-2024-debate-
stage/

Ex-CDC Director [ Dr. Robert Redfield] Admits Covid Shots
Caused ‘Significant Side Effects’ Among Young Healthy
People
https://slaynews.com/news/ex-cdc-director-admits-covid-
shots-caused-significant-side-effects-young-healthy-
people/

keeper20
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If beiber and jaime fox and celion deion couldnt wake them
,,,your artickle aint going to. Just let them sleep walk to their
grave. 

cocoa2000
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Doctor McCullough is now in the business of selling SNAKE
OIL for profit, that's why you see so many adds for this
Magic Bullet anti-Covid pack here.  And of course you can't
comment either, because it is an advertisement.

I am not saying he doesn't know what he is talking about,
because he does, but he is capitalizing on his name and
reputation just like any good doctor would, to make a
fortune

You don't need the crap to ward off the common cold, for
which we have no cure anyway.

and that's all Covid 19 was... a normal flu season and
DEATH JABS everywhere.

CypresPro
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SNAKE OIL? how about you just take your vax and shove it
up your rectum?
are you volunteering here to pay for dr mccullough's
expenses? if not, fukyu!

mccullough lost his license and his job and has to make a
living too, what are you doing besides pitching shit at
people, fuk yourself with a booster in your shoulder, you
stinking slanderer. you probably live off your daddy's man-
teat and dont even pay your own bills.

are you a zionist, cypress? you dialing in from tel aviv?? did
you 'take the vax'???

https://drasticresearch.org/2021/09/21/the-defuse-project-
documents/

you want to know who sells snake oil, talk to the rockefeller
family. fukyu.

https://x.com/tragedyandhope/status/16071963896326062
08

take the fukken booster, and fuk off; we don't want your
type in this world.

keeper20
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a more honest headline would be:

 

Ex-CDC Director Says It's High Time To prosecute CDC,
FDA and other (((government officials))) for EUA FRAUD
and the  'Significant ongoing mass deaths' resulting
from highly dangerous, mutagenic, cardiotoxic and
carcinogenic COVID-19 Vaccines.

indeed, the fact they are not pulled off the market and
classified as carcinogens and cardiotoxic adds to the
crimes already committed.

there is enough to prosecute CDC, FDA and other
government officials, for the fraudulent granting of the
EUA because of the already known curative effects of
ivermectin and HCQ, pre-pandemic known by DARPA, and
as proven by the project veritas expose, showing same.

let’s not forget that little rat, Fauci, who received Israel’s Dan
David prize to “protect the science” of the plandemic and
the clot shots, a $1 million bribe for his participation in
pushing these poisons that are destroying fertility and
destroying lives even today upon an unsuspecting public.

because there was a conspiracy to defraud the public into
taking a poisonous vaxx, this is grounds for conspiracy to
commit mass murder, and a mass poisoning/biological
attack upon the citizens of the United States.

if I had lost any of my loved ones to these poisons and this
deception, I’d be looking for blood.

fortunately, I was able to prevail upon most of my relatives
to either minimize or not participate in this mass
euthanasia/clot shot campaign, and thus have so far no
deaths of loved ones to avenge.

many of the same people who perpetrated this domestic
genocide event against United States citizens and their
loved ones, while getting they and theirs exemptions, still
walk free, and are a persistent threat, a clear and present
danger, to freedom loving Americans everywhere.

this is like letting mass murderers walk free with a slap on
the wrist, you know they will offend again.

for the record, these monsters should be hunted down,
arrested by loyal law enforcement authorities who truly
serve the public, these people should be prosecuted, and
either incarcerated for the rest of their murderous lives, or
executed for treason and deployment of biological weapons
against unsuspecting citizens of the United States and the
world.

meatpopsicle2323
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world.

i’m not holding my breath, we will see proper enforcement
of the law and justice anytime soon.  
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The guy says no one wanted to talk about it. Actually they
did but were bullied or cut off or labeled as disinformation
etc.

Herbert C. Noodleman
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I have a cholesterol book by Aseem Malhotra. I`ve gotten
my total chol.  number from 335 to 298 so far.

PeachPit
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your uncle is about the meet the maker.  mass die off is just
starting.

Fcking Darwin always works.

Billy Python
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https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/18/politics/alice-stewart-
cnn-commentator-dies/index.html

CNN reporter dead as disco. Just dropped dead. Fully
Vaxxed.

Billy Python
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Maybe that's why the borders are open. They're expecting a
huge die off. Plenty of people for Black Rock to put into all
the empty houses. Five families to each house.

whatsthepassword
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The irony of being one of the libtards fav bumper stickers

cocoa2000
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details re: vax infertility issues:

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/commissioned-by-
pentagon-part-2

https://x.com/Resistance20001/status/17632923098928007
40

https://www.brmi.online/post/syncytin-viruses-vaccines-
and-infertility

peter mccullough and some other doc wrote a letter of
concern early on about the inclusion of syncytin in the vax
because of infertility concern, ... dyodd on that one. have a
nice day. whatever.

keeper20

>Correct, its not 3 generations though, it's actually
just one.
>The female fetus will develop eggs, and these
require a specific protein, −KTS, which is an isomer
of WT1, to begin to form.
>Now this process is quite delicate, and time
critical, as you can imagine.
>Interrupting this process leaves the female fetus
fully formed, however the eggs are not - they are
completely sterile.

not gonna comment on which specific molecules
might end up being targeted but
>Pre-exposure to mRNA-LNP inhibits adaptive
immune responses and alters innate immune fitness
in an inheritable fashion
https://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/article?
id=10.1371/journal.ppat.1010830

>This will not be discovered for some years, say 10-
12 years the number of teenage pregnancies will
drop to record lows,
>this will be hailed as some progressive win,
'education works!'..
>A few years later, all alarm bells will ring as young
women simply can not get pregnant no matter what.
>Now, I know this because I work in the biotech
industry - and I wisely decided not to speak up,
>I prefer not to commit suicide with shots to the
back of the head, inside a suitcase.
>I have long given up that you can win vs these
people.
>>t. novo nordisk monkey
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/462341207/#4
62370873

it just says that whatever effects happen, will be
inherited
I could only find one small and weak study
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.2
3.21257686v1
but I'd take a look at pre/eclampsia case counts if I
were you
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Yes, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny put that out back in 2020, that
we'd start to see the ugly horrific downside ( of peeps who
foolishly took the poison arm candy) probably about 3 to 4
years out.. It now looks like she was pretty accurate. 

OrangeCircles100
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Cholesterol is good for you. It is healthy to have it and it
doesn't cause issues.

It is needed as anticancer, use for producton of vit D. It is a
stress hormone. It low levels you got stroke, 100%. It protects
blood vessels. 

Billy Python
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The brain needs cholesterol to function properly. Best book
on the subject is  "The Great Cholesterol Myth by Bowden.

The problem is sugar binding to fat molecules. Eating fat in
itself is harmless and does not raise cholesterol in the
blood. Just avoid sugar with it or they clump together and
cause the problems in the endothelial tissue of the arteries.

 

whatsthepassword
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YES YES YES!  Oh boy.. Big Pharma has been pushing the
ugly lie about choloesterol for a very very long time and lots
of others are in bed with those sleazy lying criminal scum
bags. 

everyone!!! STOP EATING SUGAR - SUGAR OF ANY
KIND..STOP CRAMING TRASH CARBS DOWN YOUR
GULLETS - YOU DONT NEED CARBS! GET OUT AND GET
SOME DAMNED EXERCISE!

OrangeCircles100
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Cholesterol is essential, BUT you need vitamin K2 to
transport it properly, else you get 'traffic jams'.

PrivetHedge
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A new variant called "waking up" is spreading around the
world.

I hope everyone catches it.

B Free
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Also associated with dementia. 

If my doc ever says my chiolesterol is too high, I'll tell him
I'd rather die of a heart attack than go through what my
grandmother, aunt, father and now likely my mom are going
through.

TheRoadtoSmurfdom
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the most prescribed drug is statins.

SKZX
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My daughter tells me 25% miscarriage rate is normal. I ask her
where did she read that. She said from a study she read
online. I told her the same people that told you safe and
effective are now telling you 25% miscarriage rate is normal. I
did manage to convince her and her husband to switch
employers to avoid the shot. My grandchildren were too young
at the time so they were safe. She was calling in tears over
losing the new home they had just built. They never thanked
me for that. You learn a lot about people in a crisis. I give them
the benefit of the doubt. Young and under pressure.

My teenage son got angry at me for pulling him out of school
as they hired a nurse to kill children with a needle in the
hallways like a drive-by criminal. He now respects me more for
it.

I now look at the medical establishment in a very different light.

 

Sick Monkey
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It's Long Chlolesterol.

Wish I could get Long Laid.

Kirk Shameless
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Several siblings and many of my life-long friends disowned me
too, simply because I tried to warn them.  And now they are too
gutless to face their shame and admit they were fooled.  

Weak, stupid cowards. 

Fnck them. 

 

Dame Ednas Possum
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I haven’t spoken to my brother in over 2 years. Sadly, he
jabbed both his boys just weeks after they had been sick and
easily recovered providing natural immunity. Apparently
vacationing in Europe and being “compliant” was more
important than preserving DNA. So disappointing. And yeah,
they’re having ‘issues’. 

B Free
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The CDC director said "there was a problem but it saved a
lot of lives". No it didn't save any lives because there was
no such thing as covid in the first place !! 

COVID WAS A HOAX FROM THE START AND THAT'S
WHY THESE CRIMINALS HAD TO TELL US THE FLU
HAD DISAPPEARED WORLD WIDE, OTHERWISE THERE
WOULDN'T BE ANY DEATHS FROM FANTASY COVID AT
ALL. THE VACCINE WAS A KILLER FROM THE START
WITH DEATH AND INJURY BEING IT'S ONLY PURPOSE.

deadcat2
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Open Questions to Those Who Were Vaxxed:

Nanoparticle designer Charles Lieber invented a fake food
nanoparticle that cells perceive as food and absorb into the
interior of their membranes, but each of these lipid
nanoparticles contains a trojan horse computer-edited cell-
programming instruction that infests the cell with a slightly
new instruction. it says do the same thing as always, except
also produce spikes.  How many of these nanolipid particles
in each injection? trillions (reports are up 40 trillion, can you
even imagine how many that is, seriously?). trillions of toxic
nanoparticles pulsing into your body in each injection.

trillions of these invading nanolipids, designed by chuck
lieber, built in turdo's family factories in canada, primed for
delivery by a compatible fake virus built by batwing daszak
for tony tony. and the whole system is now in the public
domain. it has been exposed and is not going to be
excused. it has to be stopped or human descendancy is
doomed.

did you know that gene edited DNA poison and other
'undeclared inclusions' have been delivered in pre-planned
waves during this 'experimental exercise'? Have you heard
of the Internet of Bodies? Have you heard of terrhaertz
graphene nanoparticles on sheets one atom thick activated
by 5g as circuits inside living humans?

have you not heard any of this? have you not heard about
the theragrippers and their payloads; their need to be kept
super-freezing cold so they retain their star-shape and do
not spring closed as they will, on the hot internal tissue of a
victim when the gripper is exposed to living flesh at body
temperature when injected from hyper-cold refrigeration into
a vaxee's arm? remember what turdo said, it hits you?, so
now, can they follow turdo like a webcam on a third-person
character? can they follow you now? what is a digital twin in
the Internet of Bodies?

https://www.weforum.org/publications/the-internet-of-
bodies-is-here-tackling-new-challenges-of-technology-
governance/

https://www.harvardmagazine.com/2010/12/virus-sized-
transistors

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=terahertz+injectable

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/anie.201311
047

https://rumble.com/vva3sk-confirmed-trudeaus-foundation-
owns-40-of-acuitas-therapeutics.html

https://drasticresearch.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/09/defuse-project-drastic-analysis-
1.pdf

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283302295_COR
ONA_A_Coordinate_and_Routing_system_for_Nanonetwork
s
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My brother’s best 2 mates died from turbo cancers over the
past 4 months… and the cognitive dissonance still prevents
him from even considering the most obvious explanation.  

Dame Ednas Possum
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The people I know with young kids, not sure if they directly
jabbed their kids or not, but as the parents, they absolutely
got jabbed, now have their kids sick ALL THE TIME.

The crazy thing is they are trying to normalize it. "Well
they're in daycare"

🤔

Gus Polinski
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My wife and I were excluded from my nieces wedding, not to
mention lost our jobs, for not participating in the experiment.
My daughters have both had significant issues since taking a
drug I told them not to. 
I will never forgive or forget what these people perpetrated
upon all of us.  

Dash8
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Going forward, sleeve-rollers can't be trusted. They enabled
this thing out of selfish fear and stupidity and given
the opportunity to do it again - they will.

chunga
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Listening to this man lying about ''saved lives'' reaffirms my
conviction that only capital punishments suffice.

Giant
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So sorry to hear that - but do realize..so many others are in
the same boat. 

Sleazy criminal scum and there demon poison vax.  Hopeful
GOD will wipe them all out soon enough. 

OrangeCircles100
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Zero evidence it saved any lives

clot shot
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at least 90 % of family relatives were vaccinated.  I told my
father to steer clear from this vaccine & he told me I was trying
to prevent him from saving his life .. 2 years later he now
claims his health took a sudden downturn  [ vaccine ] but has
no idea what  caused this downturn. Meanwhile 2024, there is
a campaign to get older people 62 yrs + to get their booster
shoots .. about 70% have complied.

Anyone I have spoken to about the vaccines & were
vaccinated has health issues .. inflammations, diabetes, high
blood pressure, arthritis [ a case with a 44 yrs old ] , asthma,
sleep apnea, brain fog, cancer ..

mkt repos
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Yup,. same here, everybody I know, that got vaxxed,
complains of health issues.

Billy Python
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 (Edited)

 

I told my father the same, he went to most of the boosters.
He got Covid two weeks after getting boosted with his 4th.
Has stopped since then taking any other boosters. Has

MightyZen
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Has stopped since then taking any other boosters. Has
developed some nasty issue since then, tried to give him
some natural remedies as aid, but he still trusts his doctor
more. You know... The guy who recommended to him to
take the jabs.
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Same here, every damn one of them got Covid.

Reap The Whirlwind
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Agreed! Phuck em!  If they took it, then their mess is on them. 

OrangeCircles100
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Forgive them child for they know that they were injected with
advance MK-ULTRA mind control weapons synthesized from a
SNAKE that instead of killing a LITTLE MOUSE, bites it slightly.
The mouse then goes to the nest and goes MAD and starts
attacking the family members until they all leave the nest, and
the snake can get its FILL...... Here is the GOOD NEWS. We
know the ANTIDOTE and NOW YOU DO TOO, However you
cant tell them its for the VACCINE you have to tell them its
new CURE FOR CANCER, because IT IS!!!!! Welcome to
ASCENSION.... Intel Courtesy of #AgentBlackJesus 

#NavalIntelligence

#SpaceForce

NSA.GOV Counter PSY-OPS DIVISION 

The Covid Kill Switch by Agent Midnight Rider (substack.com)

sauldaddy
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The person who will never talk to me again I believe had three
shots. I don't feel bad for her.

PeachPit
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Imagine what we'd say back in the 1980s or 1990s about people
in the Covid era. Nobody would believe it.

Kirk Shameless
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I guess a bunch of us had it rough. We tried, it just sucks we
failed....... because they wouldn't listen. 

hxtr
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Cognitive dissonance and conceit. Mine are resentful proud fools
also.

DelusionsCrowded
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Ditto.

Bleubird66
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It's part of the cognitive dissonance of being an unthinking drone

I've both liberal and conservative acquaintances who were all
shouting to the rooftops about getting triple vaxxed and masking
their pets at home; but now literally silence.

they want to pretend that 2020 - 2022 never even happened

Omni Consumer Product
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Fauci is pure evil.

Bumkin001
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Birx. Fauci went along with her, but she was the impetus for most
of it.

HansSachs
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 (Edited)

 

.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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 (Edited)

 

it’s high time to admit that there were “significant” side effects
that made people sick.
 

.? No shit…. . How about finding those responsible Captain
Warp speed and friends. Yup that will never happen. 

Holychit
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“Coinciditis”:  Myocarditis, Pericarditis, Convulsions & Seizures,
Arrhythmia, Pulmonary Embolism, Encephalitis, Blood Clots,
Stroke, Heart Attack, Venous Thromboembolism, Neurological
Impairment, Turbo Cancer, Transverse Myelitis, Thromboctopenia,
Kawasaki disease, Guillain-Barre, Autoimmune disease and
Sudden Death that all coincidentally and consistently affects
those jabbed with mRNA, lipid nanoparticles and new gene
editing technologies. 

B Free
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 (Edited)

 

the vax is inheritable, it may infest the entire human population
and result in the extinction of the species overall. Each
nanolipid particle contains an rna/dna reprogamming that
takes over your cell and makes it exude a spike that emulates
the covid virus spike, and if the cell lives, it splits into two, and
each of those produce spikes. if they survive , they each split
into two ad infinitum until some force overcomes their rate of
reproduction versus their rate of destruction prior to dividing
into two. the gametes get infested, the brain, the heart, the
liver, anywhere in the body that is oxygen-enriched. there the
nanolipids cluster, drawn by adjuvant host streams carrying
pathogens like Simian Virus 40 (SV40) swimming in special
chemicals and electromagnetic particles in an injection straight
into the bloodstream to enable the invading poisons into your
cells' interiors. Some kill the cell, some are absorbed and
removed by your still existent immune system, if it has not
been reduced by exposure to repeated vaxxinations... and
some survive and take over the living cell, then divide
themselves into two spike-producing cells, creating the classic
cascade of spike cells on what had been carefully evolved
special-purpose cells in your heart, brains, privates, liver,
anywhere blood-rich, and importantly in your bloodstream,
veins and arteries. cells in your blood vessels that had been
glassy smooth for the passage of healthy blood cells, grow
spikes and lose their glass-like surfaces, the graphene
inclusions in the injection slice the vessels, long rafts of
graphene, only one atom thick, but long and wide, they slice
the cells walls as they are pumped through the heart, until they
each become become lodged somewhere in the body. then
they can be tracked and triggered by 5g. all this while the
body's cells are infested by the gene-editing reprogramming to
turn them into spike factories. they are infested deliberately
with immune-system destruction by cellular genetic sabotage,
by poisoning.

https://doctors4covidethics.org/wp-
content/uploads/2023/07/mRNA-toxicity-1_0.pdf

https://yandex.com/search/?text=SV-40+covid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rAoqhTUU0g

https://www.google.com/search?q=internet+of+bodies

keeper20
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yet, ...

Governments agree to continue their steady progress on
proposed pandemic agreement ahead of the World
Health Assembly

https://www.who.int/news/item/10-05-2024-governments-
agree-to-continue-their-steady-progress-on-proposed-
pandemic-agreement-ahead-of-the-world-health-assembly

No. It has to be Stopped. The sponsors of the cull must be
exposed and dispatched.
The world is not ready for world government, the people
require freedom of expression.

keeper20
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That's some scary shit!   A link here to Harvard Magazine on
the nanotech led me to accidentally go to the next article,
something about liquid self-assembling computers!  They
are on an atomic scale.

Recent news?  Hell no!  2011 or 13 years ago.  What have
they been up to since?

STP
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yo, fren stp, to know what they have that was new in 2019,

check out the documentation at the website calling itself
"drastic defuse"
https://drasticresearch.org/2021/09/21/the-defuse-project-
documents/

vax killers are opaque with their new toys, where are their
research facilities now?

malaysia? pay attention to peter daszak, he was forced to
vomit the truth to congress.

pay attention to the bits in the nasty mess that flew from his
frothing mouth.

 

keeper20
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Thanks!

STP
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Cohenciditis.

Dame Ednas Possum
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alfred bourla, who introduced mRNA technolopgy to sterilize
pigs to reduce their stench,

https://x.com/tragedyandhope/status/16071963896326062
08

keeper20
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There are still people who won't talk to me because early on I was
saying 'don't get vaxxed'.  They MUST know better by now, but
apparently they'll never admit it.

Combobulation404
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Do you even want them to talk to you tho, is my question. I am not
sure that I do, frankly. 

AimeeZH
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Not all of them, Aimee, but some of them.  When they get to the
point that they're willing to start listening and learning, I want to
start by giving them McCullough's article on nattokinase.

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/dissolution-of-spike-
protein-by-nattokinase 

I just want them to be willing to learn.

Combobulation404
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Wouldn't that be nice. Sigh. I'm not holding my breath. 

AimeeZH
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25-Year-Old Banker Drops Dead from Cardiac Arrest While
Playing Soccer
https://slaynews.com/news/25-year-old-banker-drops-
dead-cardiac-arrest-playing-soccer/

keeper20
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CNN reporter drops dead

https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/18/politics/alice-stewart-
cnn-commentator-dies/index.html

Billy Python
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Nope I hate being dragged into gatherings where the vaxxes
associate. I am pureblood happy they are vaxxes depressed
often picking up illnesses.

GreatUncle
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People whom I urged not to get vaxxed (but who did anyway) are
now pretty careful to avoid the subject of the vaccines. A couple of
years ago, they would have argued with me till we were both blue in
the face. 

bloofer
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Yup, the vax topic is pretty much tabu wherever I go, except with
those who I share the same belief.

My uncle died of turbo cancer? My 42 cousine died suddenly?
Someone dropped dead in my Neighborhood? 

It's probably just bad luck... I can only raise my shoulders and try
to act in disbelief, lol.

MightyZen
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I just want them to die sooner rather than later for their beliefs and
leave me the f@ck alone.

I do not have a problem with 90% of assholes dying anymore.

GreatUncle
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That's harsh. But I understand where you're coming from.

whatsthepassword
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It's not that harsh when you consider how many of them have
treated the unjabbed. They're still discriminating against me for
things like jobs and housing. 

Dasani
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That's part of being a shitlib. 

theprimitivewallflower
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They'll never forgive you for being correct.

Sergio1
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Ditto.

OlderCrow
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That’s ok…….they lost me the year I went “wait…..you’re taking ‘19
Saudis with box cutters’ at face value? No discussion?”
 

 

I haven’t missed a minute of sleep over any of it.

rockstone
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Pretty much...

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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Midazolam isn't just a conspiracy theory though, a lot of older
people died from it.
Easy to understand, there's just no way to unsee it.
It was how they pumped up the numbers in 2020. Systemic
devitalization.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGk6_w1Bv6A

keeper20
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There is nothing that need be said. I said all along to my wife and kids
here in Singapore.... you can't untake it.... so we never did. Wasn't
easy as the authorities went out of their way to coerce even through all
evedince said not only was the snake oil ineffective but it was NOT
safe. Brother in the states also kept his family pure-blood.... sister-in-
law lost her job over it.

But I don't have the sword of damaclese hanging over my head like all
the vaxxed do.... and they know it. Nothing needs to be said, their
government lied to them, they KNEW the government was lying and
went along with it anyway.

They have to live with that, as short as that time span might be.

 

squid

squid
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Many people are hard wired to trust and follow the advice of
authority. The Germans are famous for blindly following orders from
authority figures. Those of various religious persuasions are also
known to be easily persuaded by those in power above them.

amadeus40
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This is a pandemic of the unvaccinated.

HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

afriend4u2
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Oldie but a goodie!  

😂

Hey, remember "masks save lives"? 

"Safe and effective"?

"Social distance"?

"Bat soup"?

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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"Horse paste"

All Hell Soros
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Tiffany Dover

Urban Roman
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Because if you're going to put someone on TV to demonstrate
how safe and easy it is to get jabbed, why wouldn't you pick a
person with a condition that causes her to faint at the sight of
blood? 

A nurse.... who faints at the sight of blood.  Let that one sink in
for a second.   

Seek Shelter
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Maybe Tiffany was God's way of warning us ...

Model-M
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Blood in sight when receiving an injection. 

Let that one sink in too.

PeachPit
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She done tiffed over...

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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Where is she? Isn't it time she comes back from her vacation?

TownInsider
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She gone.

Gus Polinski
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Meanwhile, both of my ex-wives live on

WakeUpPeeeeeople
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“Side Effects” are the body’s way of signaling us that’s it’s been
poisoned.

B Free
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There are no "side" effects, just effects.

asabove
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Good point. Astute observers spotted the manipulation of
language, one of the signature characteristics of a psy-op
("psychological operation").  

Notice how even critics persist in referring incorrectly to the
bioweapon injections as "vaccines."  

Lore
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agree re: "manipulation of language"

wuhan lab was/wasn't doing "gain of function"
https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=daszak+gain+of+function

The CDC Suddenly Changes the Definition of ‘Vaccine’ and
‘Vaccination’, Sept 2021
https://www.citizensjournal.us/the-cdc-suddenly-changes-
the-definition-of-vaccine-and-vaccination/

 

keeper20
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Intended effects.

eyewillcomply
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The problem with those Vaxx side effects, the BODY CANT
RID OF IT ANY MORE!!

Billy Python
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Flatten the curve.

raybies
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"ya'll not a cow"

MX_DOGG
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Y'all!

Now Voyager
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"No vun eez safe until everyone eez vaxxcinated!"

-Klaus Slob

Big_boss_man
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It is amazing how the unjabbed survived the most dangerous
pandemic of all time.

TownInsider
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in it together!

as in: yes comrade, no exceptions.

sunra
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'If youre unvaxxed, youre a walking bio-reactor, and  a terrorist!' -
WA Gov Jay Inslee

SKZX
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“And if everything we do saves just one life, I’ll be happy.”

ScarletCod7871
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They saved three times that.

Now Voyager
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Funny thing. I have forgot everything about "pandemic" and "vaccines"
and then I read this article. What kind of pandemic is it that people
need to be reminded it is still there. 

finnzero
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It still gets a mention at times...in other articles.

MaF
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meanwhile, people keep coming down with mystery ailments,
heart attacks, blood clots, brain deterioration, cancers, skin
weirdness, neuropathy, you name it. how fukken strange! all
documentable. all comprehensible, if you read the literature.
people have know this would happen since they saud fifteen
days to flatten the curve, and they have been crowing to the
moon, but the common human has been tuned in to CNN
instead.

lost my respect for humanity, hoping it returns.

keeper20
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I made that point early on, asking if it's so bad, where are the stacks
of bodies like cords of wood? And if the hospitals are overwhelmed,
how are they all able to make tick tok videos?

My family, all jabbed, were mortified I woild ask such a thing.

 

Gus Polinski
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https://rumble.com/v4kzdqo-dancing-nurses-un-clean-lies-un-
chained-brutality-covid-tyranny.html

Idle hospitals are the devil's playground...

SKZX
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Mufuggin Super Spreaders.

 

RobbersDog
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This is a plandemic of the uneducated ret@rds that will do and say
whatever Big Daddy Government and the Corporate
Fascists tell them. 

JoKe Biden
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Great we are still alive afriend. According from those in charge back
then, any unvaccinated citizen should be dead by now.

MightyZen
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New York should be underwater.

Sergio1
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Whatever pops, you could’ve spoken up before half the world was injected.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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He was busy having his prostate examined for fun

Pizza the Hutt
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Maybe he did speak up--how would we know?  It's not like CNN or
FOX would have given him airtime, the entire media was in bed with
Big Pharma.  

Same owners.   

Seek Shelter
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He did. A simple search would of allowed you not to make such an
ignorant comment.

https://news.uthsc.edu/vaccines-offer-light-at-the-end-of-the-
tunnel-in-fighting-covid-19-cdc-director-says/

Tom Angle

“Getting vaccinated is the key,” Dr. Redfield said.

“It is no longer a scientific problem, but whether we can get
the population vaccinated,” he said. “We’re in a fight and
what we need now is unity of spirit and to let data and
science drive our actions.”

“The major mode of transmission is not the public square,
but it is family gatherings,” he said.
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Yes... and now the lying shitbag is trying to cover his arse. 

There's a lamppost and a few feet of piano wire waiting for this
turd. 

Dame Ednas Possum
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Fair enough, but my point was that we were only being fed what
they wanted us to see.  This dude's obviously not a great
example.     

Seek Shelter
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yeah, he spoke up, alright. 

He encouraged people to "get vaccinated"

vaccines are one of the great lies foisted on humanity. 

all major infectious diseases were on steep declines before
"vaccines" were developed for them

sanitation, personal hygiene, good living conditions and food are
the basis. 

a strong population does not experience epidemics.   FARMERS
KNOW THIS, and they also know that when they keep their
animals crowded together in unsanitary, dark and unhealthy
conditions, they have to constantly inject antibiotics into them to
keep them from dying before they get to markt.

We are treated the same way by the medical profession, only it is
not interested in keeping us alive or healthy at all.

epidemics have always followed wars and famines... and they will
continue to do so.   A weak, demoralized population is easy to kill
off

 

CypresPro
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Dr. Chris Cuomo had the same message.

Sergio1
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Not surprising that the Spanish Flu swept through a hunger-
weakened Europe in 1918.

HansSachs
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Right. Clearly the narrative has changed. The current "Act"
includes the ok to criticize the jab.

BulkBeing
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But only criticize mildly.  

Daphneisfedup
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https://rumble.com/v4dyib9-mistakes-were-not-made-an-
anthem-for-justice-by-margaret-anna-alice-read-by.html

SKZX
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Using the word "trust" loosely, Redfield was best in my books of
kooks up front on this genocide....

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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"Maybe he did speak up--how would we know?  It's not like CNN or
FOX would have given him airtime"

very good point

Svendblaaskaeg
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Always a "retired" somebody to tell us what needs to be done.

MazeMerized
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Always a newly minted know it all graduate from a mind altering
university to tell those with real experience how the world operates
and should operate.

amadeus40
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Not to mention the highly credentialed talking heads on morning,
midday, evening news and late night talk shows........ and let's not
forget that think tank called The View. 

Sergio1
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CypresPro

Always a "retired" somebody
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Ever wonder WHY that is?????????
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https://news.uthsc.edu/vaccines-offer-light-at-the-end-of-the-tunnel-in-
fighting-covid-19-cdc-director-says/

Yeah, he is one of them. 

NEVER FORGET WHO THEY ARE ARE WHAT THEY DID. I spit on him and
his ilk.

Tom Angle

“Getting vaccinated is the key,” Dr. Redfield said.

“It is no longer a scientific problem, but whether we can get the
population vaccinated,” he said. “We’re in a fight and what we need
now is unity of spirit and to let data and science drive our actions.”

“The major mode of transmission is not the public square, but it is
family gatherings,” he said.
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They will begin pulling all this off the web like it never happened.

afriend4u2
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https://rumble.com/v4dyib9-mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-for-
justice-by-margaret-anna-alice-read-by.html

SKZX
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“Saved a lot of lives” will be the last Covid gene therapy lie to fall, and we've
got a long way to go to get there. 

AimeeZH
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The last lie to fall will be 'vaccines'. Transfection is not vaccination.

tasty rabbit
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Cancer Uptick… Dr. David Wiseman Testimony to Texas Senate
Committee on Health and Human Services…

https://rumble.com/v4vtbme-dr.-david-wiseman-testimony-to-
texas-senate-committee-on-health-and-human-s.html

B Free
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that is great statistical documentation. has anyone checked his
work?
If accurate, it should be shoved down the throat of the biden
puppets.

keeper20
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I must admit I was a bit disappointed that the clot shot has
only taken out a small fraction of leftoids I expected. 

MagicHandPuppet
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...so far.  

Lore
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How long do we need to wait?

raybies
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Nov 6

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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It's a slow-burn. If they had prions in them, it's a 20 year
fuse. If it's SV genes, it's about a 6 - 8 year fuse.

AusCon
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bourla's specialty was mRNA defertilant/sterilant
technology.

the spikes cause inflammation in the uterus, reducing
fertility.

any viable eggs are infested with the spike programming
and infest the newborn, so expect this to be drawn out over
generations. there is no off switch, so frankly no one knows
if this will not completely obliterate the human race some
generations hence... the vax is inheritable, and there is no
social stigma yet developed aboiut permitting vaxxees to
reproduce, so bon chance, humanity! your genome has
been poisoned by the mRNA injections, and no one yet has
risen to stop the perpetrators from continuing their luciferian
cull. they may have meant well, but they have opened a new
Pandora's box.

Reverse-transcribed SARS-CoV-2 RNA can integrate into
the genome of cultured human cells and can be expressed
in patient-derived tissues

keeper20
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It's been almost 4 years. Where are the people dropping like
flies?

PeachPit
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Where have you been?! You're fortunate not to have lost
anyone. Those who survived the initial jabs from bad
batches and murderous medical "protocols" are coming
down with more gradual or insidious "adverse effects,"
frequently misdiagnosed or spotted long after the
bioweapon was administered, pushing out excess mortality
and enabling plausible deniability. Millions are dead; millions
more are sick and dying. We need a miracle.

Lore
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die off is coming soon.

Billy Python
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Look at disability rates.....it's happening. Problem is not fast
enough.

McStain
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It's not super obvious, but many if not most of them have new
significant medical issues.

They may not be dead, but they are suffering.

Daphneisfedup
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"Trust the science"

thezone
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**$cience 

Pizza the Hutt
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You mean Fauchi.

Now Voyager
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“I am the Science “

AndyMac77
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There is no proof it saved a single life but it killed many!

Steroid
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There is someone running for office that still proudly states that.

Tom Angle
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This guy is providing a limited hangout to blunt the fury 

wom5007
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 (Edited)

 

Just so we understand what this article is all about.  The Ex-CDC idiot was
called in to mitigate the massive effects of the vaxx.  The propaganda
messaging here is:

The vaxx is generally safe, but we killed a few folks
The vaxx saved lives
People over 65 especially need the vaxx
Ergo, the vaxx is not really a problem, but we should 'look at it.'

So, we see how they fall back to a more defensible position that is
ridiculous.  Now, here is the real truth:

The vaxx is highly toxic and has killed tens of millions in the US alone
The vaxx saved NO lives
People over 65 are needed to take the vaxx to 'save' social security
and depopulate
The vaxx should be IMMEDIATELY removed

 

The Vel
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Pure Bullshit.

Dark Martin
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Did you take your vaxx and boosters

The Vel
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Yes they were a non event. But then IU don't get all my
information from idiots on the internet spewing bullshit.

Dark Martin
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Would you like links to the studies showing how and why the
stroke, heart attack, or turbo cancer may get you?

3SIX9
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Life must be a real challenge for you.  

Dame Ednas Possum
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I hope he did.

Billy Python
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Reading is fundamental.

I know quite a few folks personally who went downhi hard right after
the jabs.

Snikkster
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Shut up stupid bitch daveadamous. Knew youd be here. Take your
vax advice from a moron from huff post here. Named daveydave
bendoveergilligantrainwreckgodess.

GreatnFL
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Tell us what you beleive  to be the truth then Martin - all ears

TokyoJoe2
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Ok, who is the idiot that downvoted me - rise to be debated

The Vel
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Pull your head out of your ass and get a life.

Dark Martin
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Ah, another Gary troll.  Tell us about your vaxx experience, and
how safe and effective it is.  We know who you are, but we like to
have fun with you anyway.

The Vel
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You know absolutely nothing.

Dark Martin
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I've had four jabs, and I'm fine. Didn't get COVID or a WiFi
signal.

DogFleas
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2 weeks ago

 

Shut up Gary

The Vel
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I've had zero jabs. Didn't get the CONvid or a wifi signal. 

cbxer55
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Lmao! Its daveydave

GreatnFL
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real Gary also downvoted you

Billy Python
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it fascinates me to see buyer's remorse making people defend a jab
that, deep down, they know will soon kill them.

The only other time I've seen it this bad is North Koreans defending
Kim Jong Il.

Juche Tony
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And they are allowing everyone across the border to cover up for the
fact that millions are dying and will continue to die!

Econpete
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What a crock of shit, all of it. There is not a scintilla of proof that anyone
derived any benefit from the jabs.

 There is massively overwhelming proof right in front of us that millions were
killed and maimed by the jabs and those numbers are rising daily. 

They are trying desperately to rewrite history and get on the right side but it
is not going to work.

 

 

Rock and Roll
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Yup.  Another lie in the article is that people in the inner circles
EVER thought the infection fatality rate was more than 1% for healthy
people under 50.  

Stats from Feb 2020 from china are still out there to be seen on
worldometers.info.

The numbers they quote are higher than reality would have reflected
because only very sick people got tested, but even so, they quote an
infection fatality rate well below 1% for people under 50.  40-49 year
olds show 0.4%, and 50-59 year olds show 1.3%.

Daphneisfedup
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Hey Doc -

Where did the flu go for two years...?

espirit
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Disneyland?

Pizza the Hutt
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They tried Disneyworld, but we wouldn't go for it...

espirit
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I have a list of 20 questions no covidiot will answer.

That's one of them.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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It was in mourning over the death of Kobe Bryant and his daughter in
the helicopter crash

TearAlongTheDottedLion

Where did the flu go for two years...?
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go check out the latest covid death stats

they magically added pneumonia. instead of 2 million dead from covid,
it is now 1.1 covid, 1.2 pneumonia.

jbwilson24
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The vaxxine was so good it even wiped out the flu! True story read in
one of the libtard forums.

hisnamewas
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They weren't side effects, they were the main effect! The point was
depopulation. It clearly didn't go over as smoothly as they thought.  How
can you ever trust another shot ever again? What is their next play???

Econpete
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“Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side
effects from vaccines ... we kind of got canceled because no one
wanted to talk about the potential that there was a problem from
the vaccines, because they were afraid that that would cause people
not to want to get vaccinated,” Dr. Redfield said.

Rewriting history? He was essential part of the murder brigade! Every
school used their recommendations.

Steroid
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 (Edited)

 

"those of us that tried..."

LOL he's essentially trying to claim that *he* was one of the good
guys trying to warn the public about side effects... gimme a break.

Now just watch as more and more politicians, media figures, etc., try
this same subtle tactic... and then call them out loudly. "those of us
who tried...", "I was one of the first to say...", "I was never for the
vaccine, but..."

sloth
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The plan was to inject everyone with 3 boosters... which would have
done the trick.

Putin.Did.It
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Walking it back.

Never Forgive.

Never Forget...

espirit
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Adverse effects = Kills people

MANvsMACHINE
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But it's mild, and temporary.  It only kills you once.

Urban Roman
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Whatever is in that Vax protects you from nothing.

However, what it does do is bring back the health issue
you have been battling with a Vengeance!

People have gone from Cancer free to dead from Cancer after the Vax.

Life Insurance Companies are screaming due to all the early deaths.

dojufitz
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Pfizer's magic vaxxxx protects you 100% from a ripe old age.

No-Go zone
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Total bullshit.  I can't take this guy seriously if he is going to continue with
this lie.  Everyone I know who got the jab STILL got COVID.  That is NOT a
vaccine.  A vaccine prevents disease... like rabies, polio, etc.

CosmoJoe

Dr. Redfield made the remarks in a May 16 interview with Chris
Cuomo on NewsNation, during which he lamented the loss of public
confidence in public health agencies because of a lack of
transparency around the vaccines, which he said “saved a lot of
lives” but also made some people “quite ill.”
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Doesn't prevent transmission.

Doesn't prevent infection.

Doesn't prevent severe cases.

Useless. At best.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Oh contraire... they were rather useful, if one's intent was global
genocide. 

Dame Ednas Possum
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Genicide for Americans, not illegals.

Reap The Whirlwind
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It sure made some psychopaths crazy profits. 

ron17571
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Everyone I know who got Covid got the jab. I knew no one, none, who
had Covid before they took the poison.

Rip van Wrinkle
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Remember when those of us talked about the shot being dangerous and
where called all kinds of names and there where those that wanted up
arrested? Remember? Remember those that wanted us locked in camps for
not taking the shot? Remember? I will not even try to forget until all are tried
punished for their crime of murder.

Tom Angle
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 (Edited)

 

I do but I've moved on. Initially I had no idea how insanely dangerous
the vax was but when they try to bribe poor people with 'a burger and
fries' to get jabbed it's rather obvious that there's an agenda there.
Now after having followed La Quinta Columna, Karen Kingston, Dr.
McCullough, Dr.Mercola and others it is beyond any doubt that this
whole thing is a depopulation operation.

People who are jabbed have started falling over now and it will get
exponentially worse as time goes on. In a morbid way this is a test for
humanity. How blindly obedient are we at a collective level? Don't we
even recognize when 'authorities' are actively killing us for a profit?
That is what I find the most scary in all of this - people's inability to
recognize pure evil when it is standing right in front of them smirking.

hugin-&-munin
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Oh I ain't forgetting.

afriend4u2
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Me either.

JiveTurkey01
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Superbly put

👌

yogy999
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"smirking"......Bill Ugenics Gates 

CNNempty
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Remember Kramer, who wanted forced mandatory shots for everyone
and shortly thereafter turned up with Covid. Laughed my @ss off.
Never watched that idiot again.

Reap The Whirlwind
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The perps are headed for the tall grass, pretending they were against the
clot shots when their agencies PUSHED them onto the public.  Dr. Scarf
Lady was out last week on the apology tour.  Are they trying to avoid
prosecution when the full extent of crimes committed is known?

OlderCrow
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They will never admit it.  It will be tears with statements such as "we
made the best choice we could under the circumstances", when in
truth, these were supposed people of science making decisions that
had no science behind them.

CosmoJoe
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They ran a pandemic simulation a few years ago (can't find it now)
where in the end, the vaccine hurt people more than it helped.

Their final conclusion was to run with the narrative that the people
made a sacrifice for the greater good.

pobeda
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like gazelles from hell

liberty2day
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Redfield is a piece of shit for even suggesting there is any benefit to taking
that fucking garbage poison drug. It saved zero lives and killed millions.
 That is the truth of the matter and anything short of that is a fucking lie. 
Chris Cuomo is just a fucking idiot. 

Dash8
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I commented on a msn.com story last week re the 35yo ex Green Beret who
died of a stroke.

The whole article's angle was "over working bad", I simply pointed out the
militaries forced mandatory Vax policy and the fact reading about these
"died suddenly's" from aneurysms/strokes in the young is now a common
thing.

Comment removed for not meeting community guidelines.

They still have the narrative locked down, even speculating is not tolerated.

 

 

 

GenX in Oz
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So the Federal Government needlessly destroyed thousands of small
businesses nation wide.  They knew the consequences when they imposed
the lockdowns and restrictions.  We were nothing more than collateral
damage in their control experiment.  Never again. 

Old White Guy
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Yes they did

What are you going to do about it?

captain noob
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When Covid came around they acted like mankind never encountered
a virus before.  That’s how you knew right away it was all a scam.  Ya
know like those virus particles that are ineffective at 5 and 1/2 feet but
at 6 they’re death machines.

Snikkster
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Try proof-reading before posting, please.

Chief Crazy Horse





25 2 Reply
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Saved a lot of lives?!?! Lmao! That’s because when ConVid hit they were
killing the elderly with ventilators then suddenly stopped when the “vax”
rolled out. Not to mention the millions of saline vax that of course won’t
cause side effects and encourages you to get the next one and the next one
and so on.

Any vaccine is like playing Russian roulette. Anyone with kids that have no
choice but public schools. Which are millions with our fucked up society.
Take videos 2 weeks before your child is due for a “vax” get blood work
done a physical you name it. Get it all on record that your child was healthy.
Then if you get the loaded shot you might stand a better chance at winning
when going after the bastards.

 

Most of the diseases childhood “vaccines” combat are diseases that were
almost extinct at the roll out. Yet here we are. Then you hear of an
“outbreak” here and there that happened from a lab no doubt and all of a
sudden time to get a SECOND SHOT! So the first vax didn’t work need to
re-up. See how it works a vaccine provides immunity or is supposed to at
least that’s what was taught. That’s why it’s called a “flu shot” or pneumonia
shot” they know those won’t do shit for you. But since they called the
ConVid a vax they are constantly attempting to reshape the narrative with a
kernel of truth here and there.

Jam1981
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How about all the clueless sheep who adamantly avoided GMO foods, but
who enthusiastically took the jab and became human GMOs!

President Lennie Small
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Drove to get the jab in a Tesla.

Reap The Whirlwind
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I know my limited trust in the medical establishment plunged to ZERO after
that BS. The only thing keeping them in business is the perscription scam as
it is. I will only go see a Dr. in the most dire circumstances and will never
allow them to inject anything into my body nor put me under general
anesthetic because I don't trust them not to inject me with that BS while I
am out.  They have proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that they are willing
to kill patients at the behest of the government.

DIGrif
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last time at the dentist, I had a cracked tooth repaired without
anaesthetic due to exactly this fear.

Juche Tony
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They didnt remdesiver all those people to death at the behest of the
Government:

They did it for the money. 

I think a perfect punishment for all this is simple:

EVERYONE, from Dr to nurse to pharmacist to corporate news hack,
ALL who were involved should be placed in a cell, INJECTED WITH
THE JAB, and left for the turbo cancer to do its job.

3SIX9
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It was midazolam and morphine in the UK.

Rip van Wrinkle
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 (Edited)

 

They wanted to hold out for a couple generations to flatten the memory.
 Fuck that.

Serious.Lee
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during which he lamented the loss of public confidence in public health
agencies because of a lack of transparency around the vaccines, which he
said “saved a lot of lives” but also made some people “quite ill.”

Translation:

loss of public confidence = never trust these lying assholes again

lack of transparency = total lies

saved a lot of lives = they haven't proved the vaxx saved even ONE life

quite ill = dead

Rabbi Zero
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lamented=doesn't care.

Juche Tony
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lamented = crocodile tears

Rabbi Zero
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These evil fuckers would have been strung up in the old days!

President Lennie Small





PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

" The CDC still recommends that people of all ages receive a COVID-19
vaccine, saying that the potential side effects do not outweigh the
potential harms of getting sick with COVID-19 "

So now he admits the clot shots are dangerous?   Why is the CDC still
pushing clot shots?  Arrest the clot shot pushers.  Ban these shots already!

OlderCrow
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we kind of got canceled

No. We got mowed over. Careers destroyed. Families shattered. Friendships
broken.

Still remained a pureblood.

Krink26
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"We ruined a few lives."

"We ruined a few childhoods."

"We closed a few businesses."

 

Give Me Some Truth
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That's nice, now please turn and face the wall.

Six finger AI discount

“saved a lot of lives”
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"Those of you who think the vaccine kills people can use me as a test. If I
die, you were right. If I don't die, and have no ill effects, you were wrong,
and should admit it – at least to yourselves."  -- Dead bodybuilder Doug
Brignole

Larry Fine
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 (Edited)

 

It was pretty cool how they eliminated the flu for two years while tests
showed that nearly all ailments and deaths were caused by COVID19.

J Jason Djfmam
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But then they realized that bringing back the seasonal flu would allow
them to proffer two liquids to inject into you, to get you sick that
much better: 

...silly me, did I say only two?  no, it's three!

https://www.cdc.gov/ncird/whats-new/getting-vaccines-at-same-
time.html

 

November 2, 2023, 4:00 PM EDT
WHAT TO KNOW
-For the first time ever, vaccines are available to help protect against
severe illness caused by all three of the major fall and winter
respiratory viruses – flu, COVID-19, and RSV.
-You may get flu, COVID-19, and RSV vaccines at the same visit,
making it easier to stay up to date with CDC recommendations.

big_hamburger
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Bingo the correlation was too obvious to ignore.

Snikkster
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Here's the big lie, right here.

"The CDC still recommends that people of all ages receive a COVID-19
vaccine, saying that the potential side effects do not outweigh the potential
harms of getting sick with COVID-19..."

Until these pro death-clot-shot medicos get fired, go to court pay for their
crimes against humanity the above nonsense continues.

Once you understand you're the carbon they want to erase it does make
perfect sense.

https://rumble.com/v4p57qk-government-and-media-pretending-massive-
health-crisis-not-going-on-ed-dowd.html

Axadea666
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A question that has never been sufficiently answered is, why did flu deaths
go to almost zero when "covid deaths" were climbing?

Luapnor
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You just got put on some kind of list...

Angle
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It’s called perverse incentives. No money in reporting flu cases.
Massive riches for reporting Covid. The medical establishment is
finished when the full truth becomes public.

markar
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Because schools and workplaces are known vectors of flu spread, and
they were shut down.

Anonymous Sources
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Right, but restaurants that served liquor were exempt.

 

Sit down, know-nothing.

Melly
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WHY do you give these morons a pass?  It had NOTHING to do with
it you dolt.  Places that WERE OPEN were still vectors for disease,
and ALL that disease was counted deliberately as COVID. 

Hipneck911
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WHY do you persist in pushing bullshit? Not everything was shut
down. Ergo, there was no REAL emergency.

Melly
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There's stupid...and then there's you.

Rip van Wrinkle
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If flu deaths dropped because of reduced contact, then the same
would apply to covid... dont be part of the scam.

Luapnor
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A- Gov Lies….

75thInf
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2020-Now had NOTHING to do with my loss of confidence in the US
medical system.

Going thru it for 44 years took care of that.

"Doctor" is a funny title for a Retail Pharmaceutical Salesman, dont ya
think?

3SIX9
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Fcking parasites. Useless and dangerous to see one

Billy Python
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My employer forced this on people via compliance with US gov.

I said "Fuck you, I won't take it - fire me!"

Head of HR talked me into taking a religious exemption(legit, Christian). I
begrudgingly did so.

Same HR guy(this is a big wig at a world renowned corporation) called me,
out of the blue, and not only acknowledged that I was right but after talking
to people like me, he and his wife decided not to get their son "vaccinated".

FTW!

WatchOutForThatTree
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some can be reached.  nice.

liberty2day
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you legit saved that kid's life.

buzzsaw99
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They banned that tennis player Djokovic because he refused to vaxx.

Joke on them, he'll be the best tennis player alive in a couple of years.

Russ-Ian H. Acker
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unless they get him with a bigger water bottle next time. Even a
small one gave him a brain injury.

Juche Tony
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one eyed is king in the land of the blind

Russ-Ian H. Acker
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Maybe the only one, by that time.

chubbar
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He'll be the ONLY tennis player alive in a couple of years.

Rip van Wrinkle
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look on the bright side, he and his wife got jabbed.

Juche Tony
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And yet fauxci, bourla, walensky etc. are still above ground.

MX_DOGG
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bitcon fixes this.

Putin.Did.It
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                     Here They Go AGAIN! "Another Wave of COVID-19" Hitting .
. . Singapore

Right on Que: as a US Presidential Election approaches, "Another wave of
COVID-19" is striking . . . Singapore.  Amazing virus; knows when it's a U.S.
Presidential Election year, for more lockdowns and mail-in Ballot fraud!

The government-controlled media in Singapore is also going full-tilt on the
whole masks and social distancing again:

Right after a week of solar flares, causes massive Geo-magnetic storms that
induce voltage spikes in power grids, or (perhaps) whatever self-assembling
nano-technology may be in their experimental, gene-therapy shots,
masquerading as "vaccines."

In a story on this site (HERE) on May 11 during the solar flare eruptions, it
was speculated that the flares might destroy the nano-technology injected
into people . . . . and here we are about two weeks after those solar storms,
government is pushing "Vaccine boosters!"  Why? Did the solar storms
destroy their nanobots?

The government in Singapore is also telling people the "vaccines" are "safe
and effective" despite literally hundreds-of-thousands of deaths worldwide,
millions of injuries worldwide, Astra Zeneca pulling their COVID Vaccine
from the market because, they acknowledge, it causes Myocarditis, and
cases of "turbo-cancer" erupting globally since the "vaccines'" were
injected.

With Singapore being a gigantic transportation hub, this "new outbreak" will,
of course, "spread quickly."

Since they're already telling people to wear masks, social distance, and the
like, how long will it be before they try the whole "lockdown" nonsense
again?  Some businesses can stay open (like liquor stores and gay bars) but
most others have to close?  

Can your family business survive another debacle like that?  

How many of you are going to be foolish enough to fall for this scam again?
How many of you are going to put on masks - which can't prevent the
spread of a virus?  How many of you will wear those masks when you're 
alone in your car or at home?  Stupid is as stupid does.

Naturally, "to protect everyone" the calls will arise for "mail-in ballots" here
in the USA, and just like they did in the year 2020, they will STEAL the US
Presidency - again.   No thanks.

The Odessa File
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This one is named the election variant.     

Galtsghost
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They're all 'election variants.'

Narwhal
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Trump says he won't mandate his vaccine.. , in Singapore.

ScanThisNews
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You, me, we know Trump has nothing to do with it..

The Odessa File
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Trump bowed to pressure from Gates/Fauci, the rest of the
medical mafia, and the MSM. And he never got credit for it
because at one time he mentioned hydroxychloroquine. 

CC713Techman
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What a Bullshit story!, The Vaccines, Which by the way were not Vaccines,
never saved anybody.

mkszhn
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They did save Moderna 

Galtsghost
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That's another big (unchallenged lie). Also, that they "prevent severe
outcomes."

Give Me Some Truth
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I just heard of 3 more deaths. all 3 women, blood clot and then lung
cancer.   The shit is hitting the fan. The deaths are accelerating.

all vaccinated.

Billy Python
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you can downvote as much as you can, but you assholes will be soon
exposed even to most moronic idiots. 

Just yesterday, a CNN reporter dropped dead.

https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/18/politics/alice-stewart-cnn-
commentator-dies/index.html

 

 

Billy Python
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It's shocking how fast the media, officials and scientists folded like wet
suits.  They've destroyed credibility that will not return in a few lifetimes.

thezone

pressured into silence
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This horrible excuse for a human being is STILL LYING. Redfield
cannot claim the shots saved lives, but he does it anyway. There is
simply no data that proves his assertion. NONE. 

AimeeZH
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Any so-called Covid truth teller 

Who fails to mention that the PCR "test" was a fraud

Is controlled opposition

Just like this guy.

The big diet - it's coming
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The PCR test is not a fraud--it's the most widely used medical
diagnostic test today for detecting the presence of infectious
diseases.  How you USE the PCR test to diagnose ILLNESS was what
was fraudulent in the case of covid-19.  The PCR test finds genetic
material of whatever it is you are looking for (virus, bacteria, fungi, etc.)
in the sample being tested, nothing more.  It does NOT tell you
whether you have (or will get) the underlying disease.  Basically it just
tells you if you've been exposed, and how much of the genetic material
is in your body.  The fraud by our so-called public health authorities
was that if you took a PCR test and were found to have ANY trace of
the covid virus in your body, you had covid AND were infectious.  That
was simply not true, nor could it ever by true.  At best, you could be
said to be at a higher risk of potentially having covid and being
infectious than someone who was tested who showed no trace of the
virus.  Just all part of the mass hysteria they were trying to create to
make sure the Donald did not get reelected.

NoNoName
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Omni Consumer Product
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They also replicated it too many times for it to have value

They were replicating it over 40 times, which meant if you had
the common cold once when you were 8 years old, the test would
have come back "positive for CONJOB-19"
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The downvotes on this thread are from people the fell for the con.  They
loaded up on boosters and now suffering from massive cognitive
dissonance as they try to reconcile their emotional decision with the facts
 they can no longer ignore.  

Don’t compound your error with the psychological torture.  Just admit you
made a mistake and do the best you can to mitigate the damage.   

Galtsghost
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Absolutely true.  They have no reverse gear.

havingfun
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Or some might be bots, trolls or AI posters who are trying to
influence the narratives that are spreading in Reader Comment
sections.

This is THE thermo-nuclear Truth Bomb that might allow us to really
"drain the swamp." 

Give Me Some Truth
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This guy is still high on my list of people to hang first. He knew years ago
and was in a position to DO SOMETHING about it. No amnesty for these
people.

DogEars
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Or the politicians - the “father of the vaccine” included.

John Basilone
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I quit reading when he said the vaccine saved a lot of lives. It did however
make a lot of people rich 

Obamananke
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I had a burger for lunch, which saved many lives.

...makes as much sense as his claim.

Juche Tony
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so now the cdc tried to warn people?  the next headline will read:  cdc has
always been against the vax.

buzzsaw99
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It's always the ex.

My ex used to tell me that I am the biggest she's ever seen.

Now ask her again after the split.

Russ-Ian H. Acker
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On a time line of false alarms, lies, violations of human rights and the
countless lives ruined and lives taken, why is now the time Dr. Redfield?

billybudd
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Absolutely, NO PROOF, of this statement.

Kprime

But those vaccines saved a lot of lives,
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He means, "... those vaxxines enriched a lot of lives."

The new vaccine billionaires, in order of their net worth are:

Stéphane Bancel, Moderna's CEO (worth $4.3 billion)
Ugur Sahin, CEO and co-founder of BioNTech (worth $4 billion)
Timothy Springer, an immunologist and founding investor of
Moderna (worth $2.2bn)
Noubar Afeyan, Moderna's Chairman (worth $1.9 billion)

 

Son of Loki
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Death cults been bery, bery good?

moseybear
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As has been Convid plandemic predatory capitalism...

https://vongreyerz.gold/dying-capitalism-the-new-feudalism

Axadea666
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if not so good, at least bery bery buszzzy

Kprime
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After taking one shot of the vaccine I started losing weight uncontrollably
and my sleep became incredibly light and disturbed. The doctors refused to
acknowledge that this was vaccine related.  Eventually I stopped losing
weight, but my healthy todate is a little worse than before. 

There was so much under-reporting of the harmful effects of these vaccines.
We know two people who went partially blind from the vaccines.

Our western healthcare system is a joke. It is a money pyramid scheme. 
 Doctors refuse to acknwledge how little they still really understand about
the immune system.   There is almost no focus on prevention and long term
outcomes and 100% focus on expensive interventions after health has
horribly gone wrong. 

The people that become doctors are rarely creative, inquisitive or logical. 
They are mere puppets of a system that is designed to produce robotic pill
pushers for the pharma industry and surgeries and other procedures for the
medical device makers. 

The extremely high cost of medical care is one the the core things that
destroyed the productive base of America.

lsmithcom
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Well said.

Give Me Some Truth
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My father-in-law and his wife got divorced so she could get her dialasis
without bankrupting the family.

K-Rat72
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I agree with everything but would point out that the jug eared kenyan

queer destroyed the healthcare system.

Yes it had it's faults but the kenyan queer destroyed it

boatman29
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If Trump does not come out against mRNA and the Waxxine then he is
garbage to me...

Slapper
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He will never admit to making a mistake.  Small minded people never
do.

Angle
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Biden is perfect proof of that, is he not?

CallingDrFraudschi
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Brave people with character speak out even though they know
they'll be attacked and disparaged ... people like RFK, Jr.

Give Me Some Truth
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I agree. 10000000%

Billy Python
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Still so many vaxtards out there.

wellwaddyaknow
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A retired neighbor got covid and had a rough time with it.  He had a
couple comorbidity factors so even if he got the flu it would be rough.  That
said he made a full recovery and was back to his normal.  His doctor told
him he needed to get the jab because “he might not survive” getting it
again.  (Apparently his doctor missed the class on how the human immune
system works)

Well being scared by his doctor he took the jab.  Shortly after developed
significant lung capacity issues and now can’t walk more than 50 feet
without stopping.   Spends lots of time and money now in rehab.   

Galtsghost
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sounds like blood clots.

buzzsaw99
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Yep I think so.  I didn’t ask too many details when he told me about
it.   You could see the pain and regret in his face.  The guy should be
enjoying his retirement years and they stole that from him.  

Galtsghost
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Multiply this anecdote by 20 million.

Give Me Some Truth
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Interesting you say that.  When I tell people that particular story they
say “well that is just anecdotal.”

My reply is “do know what they call 10s of thousands of anecdotal
stories collectively?    Data   

 

Galtsghost
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His doctor is an evil mass murderer.  

We are conditioned to think doctors may be brainwashed idiots but
don't imagine they intend to harm us.  

Xena fobe
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LIMITED HANGOUT

"Saved a lot of lives" HUH?

There were NO Covd-19 deaths.

There WERE human beings MURDERED by doctors and hospitals FOR
MONEY using the Remdesivir/ventilator protocol. REMEMBER THAT?

Anyone remember the FAKE PCR TEST? TOTAL BULLSH*T.

The vaccine was the cherry on top, the GENOCIDAL PUNCHLINE.

If you didn't get the joke then THE JOKE'S ON YOU.

Bill Gaytes is CELEBRATING YOUR TERMINATION.

BendGuyhere
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Your come down is going to be awful.

DogFleas
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Really?

Booster #7 is out there, you should get it. Be safe!

BendGuyhere
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I would like to see this guy debate Steve Kirsch on whether the Vaccines
saved anybody. Kirsch has more data on this subject than anybody out
there.

mkszhn
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I was right about everything all along. That seems to really annoy a lot of
people.

FrankFisher
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Ditto.  We'll be waiting a long time for apologies.

Dzin
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I don't give them a much long time anyway.  Some say majority of
them will drop dead within 5 years.

Billy Python
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Not to mention the most important part of the entire program:

THE VACCINES DON'T WORK.

Percy__Quattro
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They actually do work to slowly kill people.

hugin-&-munin
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In some cases, to quickly kill them

The Vel
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What a blubbering idiot.....he was doing good until he said “saved a lot of
lives but also made some people quite ill.” Not ONE LIFE was saved by this
poison-shot...not one....!!!!

ProsperD9
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well, if instead of driving, they were in the doc's office getting the deth
blow, and it prevented them from otherwise having had a
tragic auto accident...

liberty2day
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“Loss of public confidence in health agencies”…..

Yeah, I’m there and beyond, I don’t believe a fucking thing the American
medical community says.  I don’t believe the CDC, I don’t believe the NHS, I
don’t believe the publications, I don’t believe the universities, I don’t believe
the medical media, I don’t believe the government, and I don’t believe my
doctor(s)*.

*  In 2020 I was in Taiwan for the Chinese New Year with our company.
 When I was there, they were talking about some new virus coming out of
China.  I went home quite alarmed and stocked-up on all necessities (miss
the TP thing unfortunately).  As things progressed I did some spreadsheet
analysis and thought that COVID might kill a billion people.  Big miss there.
 But, as the vaccine rolled-out I was shocked at the speed of the intro and
the propaganda behind it.  I demurred as I was convinced that it wasn’t
studied enough.  Anyways, my doctor (GP) kept hammering me about
getting the vaccine so I went to the FLCCC website and found a doctor who
would a) support the path I was on regarding not getting the vaccine, b)
prescribe me alternative meds like IVM and HCQ, and c) consider treatment
for COVID rather than vaccine.  I found a great solution in a doctor in
Denver.  In any event, she was spot-on about COVID, the vaccine, and my
risks so I sailed through two COVID illnesses with the help of IVM and HCQ. 

My point.  I have faith in the medical community that stood-up to the Nazi’s
in government, mainstream medical, the MSM, big pharma, and the endless
lines of Karen’s who tried to manipulate, shame, and demean us all.

At this date, I can easily say, “fuck you” to all of them with the added phrase
of “we were right all along”.  And, rather than their calls that people like me,
the unvaccinated, die a painful death, I don’t hope that.  I hope they all
recover and I hope they learn something from it.  Unfortunately for them, I
think they’re all damaged and I don’t have confidence that the Karen’s
among us learn anything, they live in echo chambers that are painted with
denial.

romanmoment
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There was a real threat but it never really materialized.

You made it through, but so did 99.95% of the planet, so you don't
need to go all gooey about the treatment protocols which were still
weak.

Most likely scenario was the virus was dangerous for about two weeks
but by the time it spread to you, it really wasn't.  We all got lucky.  Sure
as shit we weren't good.

I Write Code
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I don’t think the bravery of those in the medical community - and
other places - who stood up to the tyrants should be termed
‘gooey’, it was heroic and took balls.  

romanmoment
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I remain of mixed opinion about it for several reasons.  They were
right to stand up on a logical basis.  However, their
recommendations were largely faulty.  That leaves me ambivalent
about their project.

Malone comes closer than anyone else I've seen to a principled
and correct position, and yet he let himself be jabbed with at
least the original vaccine, and he sometimes overstepped the

I Write Code
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facts, ... and he did not recite all the stuff in this excellent piece,
perhaps never even learned it, or perhaps just feared, for good
reason, to go there.

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/the-forgotten-science-of-
vaccine
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I stopped listening to the CDC in 2014 during the ebola panic when the
director of the CDC said we could not have a quarantine of people coming
from the hotspots of ebola in Liberia due to the“historical debts we owed
that country”

delmar Jackson
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The CDC is filled with DEI hires, like this truck driver!

Concerned Citizen

https://x.com/BGatesIsaPyscho/status/1791907605847081213

The Future Is Now

Holy shit
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Biden just came out and said he was an emt once and saved that
very trucker.

Imaverb
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Umm,  I think he was a vascular surgeon, true story. Folks he
graduated in the bottom 50% of kindergarten, was in the top
three for crayon eating and number one for marker sniffing. 

Optimist Down
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Hey Redfield, let's start with the fact that there was ZERO rationale to even
be working upon a vaccine, let alone grant one an EUA and then
administer it.

Reminder, the favorite tactic of these fucking criminals is to delay, delay,
delay until such a point that even the most gifted among us have completely
lost the Context.

We just saw it again with "October 7th".

All of the initial questions that most rational people formulate are generally
the most salient.

The Delay tactic completely memory-holes those questions and context.

Anyway, back to my point vis a vis vaccines.

There was a MERS vaccine clinical trial that had just wrapped up in
July 2019.

IT FAILED.

NO BLA was granted.

Mind you, this was a much much more standard an comprehensive clinical
trial too.

How on EARTH would ANY rational actor suggest only 6 months later that a
vaccine was the correct course of action, AT WARP SPEED, given the safety
concerns that caused the failure of the MERS vaccine trial just fucking prior.

Redfield knew about said vaccine, so did Baric, so did Fauci.

Bolshevik Dagger to the Throat of Democracy

First clinical trial of a MERS coronavirus DNA vaccine

Published:July 24, 2019

The Lancet
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Trying to see the big picture is difficult because it is Really Big and far
reaching. The entire Covid-19 saga had been preconceived a long time
ago but was taken off the shelf and activated during the fall of 2019.
Listening to Event201 and reading through the Rockefeller Institute's
explanation of 'Lockstep' from 2010 lays the whole thing out in detail.
This was planned and prepared in advance but the question is why
was it launched and set in motion when it did in the fall of 2019?

The US Dollar was about to collapse and the Fed was in full panic
mode. This is when the reverse repo program was launched in order to
launder US Treasuries at large US banks that were getting hit with
tsunami waves of foreign divestment. 'They' needed something
massively deflationary to save the USD temporarily and that's when
and why the decision was to green light Covid-19.

All the apparatchiks in the system were to be bribed to go along and
monetary incentives put out all over the place not only to get things
rolling but also work as a release valve for the USD system. Forking
over hundreds of billions to hospitals to turn them into the modern
concentration camp ovens worked exceptionally well. This plan was so
evil most people can't even contemplate it for what it is - a carefully
crafted depopulation operation that coincided with an urgent need for
a massively deflationary event.

hugin-&-munin
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Absolute spot on broader context.

What I was trying to demonstrate however, was that even those who
are completely unaware of the related elements that you
enumerated, should have been alarmed by solely the much narrower
context that I enumerated.

"Hey Dr. Fauci, didn't a four year MERS vaccine clinical trial fail 6
months ago?"

"uhmm, yep."

"So...how is it that we're gonna just rush out another vaccine, this
time with unproven mRNA technology, and expect it to magically be
safe and effective?"

"uhmm...."

Bolshevik Dagger to the Throat of Democracy
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Arrest Fauci!

rockstone
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You're too kind...

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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I’ll even give him a 10 minute trial where he’ll be found guilty by jury
of his peers and hung without delay.

Because that’s the kind of guy I am!

rockstone
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How can they still recommend the "vaccine", when it doesn't prevent you
from getting it, spreading it, being hospitalized with it, or dying from it?

I'd question the stupidity of the people taking it, but I've been around too
long....

carguym14
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I know some.  Trying to talk sense to them gets me nowhere so I let
them try to kill themselves.

MANvsMACHINE
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It's not "stupidity".   It's evil in its most basic form.

Spetzco
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Not a soul alive in this world was saved by having this vaccine, not one.

bombdog
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#1 post in this entire thread

Old Cav Scout
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“Kind of”??
How many hundreds of thousands lost jobs, businesses and their lives for
refusing these tyrants mandates? Or being forced against their will for their
families economic sakes?

Never forget what these bastard scum did!

Elessar
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Turbo cancers, shingles, getting weird illnesses for weeks and months on
end....and also getting wu flu time and again (!).......yeah, I saw it all
firsthand.

Let the bodies hit the floor!!!

McStain
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Let's load em up on remdesivir and put them on a ventilator.

-Doctor "the butcher" fauchi

Lou Saynis
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...and collect $39,000.

Angle
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They also stopped prescribing the antibiotics doctors used to
prescribe when someone had a respiratory illness. There are about 20
protocols that suddenly changed.

Perhaps the most important was keeping family members away from
their hospitalized loved ones.

Give Me Some Truth
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Continued Covid vaccination is only about the money and saving face for
the idiocy they perpetrated on the world.  There is NO benefit at all in the
present day and for anyone not compromised or over 65 there was no
benefit during the height of Covid.  That period of 2-3 years will go down in
history as the worst, most corrupt governance in US history, up to that
point.

calculator
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Ex-CDC Director Says It's High Time To Admit 'Significant Side Effects' Of
COVID-19 Vaccines

By 'high time' he means that, with the primary outrage now
largely dissipated, they can take the sting out altogether with interminable
Uniparty hearings that'll bury it in a myriad of false trails and indirection. The
Deep State wields inertia like a boss.

Full Spectrum Domino
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The demons are afraid people are learning about viruses hoax. Not a single
virus has ever been isolated.

AntarcticRing
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The culprits should be shot on the spot. That's the only just solution. They
killed millions and harmed billions. You need a Nuremberg type tribunal, but
on a much grander scale.

Those that allowed themselves to get vaccinated, well, a life lesson, for sure,
a life lesson learned, not so sure.

This will become a much bigger issue in the years to come. This is only year
4. Wait until SHTF for real.

HelloSpencer
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Pretty much every nurse and doctor has broken the law and should be
left to the tender mercies of the remaining family members of those
they so knowingly murdered.

BigJJ
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Every doctor and nurse I met during that period didn't push it all. 
Maybe that's rare elsewhere. Just saying my experience.

Imaverb
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I had the police attend my home three years ago for informing my local MP
what these jabs were going to do to my people.

They questioned my mental health.  I did tell the lady PC, when the people
finally realise what you fuckers have done, they will hang you from trees.

This is the greatest crime ever committed against the populace of the
world.  Act accordingly.

;-)

Inthemix96
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There's no evidence it "saved a lot of lives."

ToxicSnowflake

which he said “saved a lot of lives” but also made some people
“quite ill.”
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No, you weren't kind of cancelled - you were shit-ass cancelled and
thrown out the back of the plane with extreme prejudice - all because
you stood in the way of those who wanted to make billions off the US
taxpayer.

Donnie Duvanie

Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side
effects from vaccines ... we kind of got canceled because no
one wanted to talk about the potential that there was a problem
from the vaccines...
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And wanted to prevent hundreds of millions of genocides.

Farqued Up
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Well he wasn't canceled. He was pushing the vax so he was quite safe.

theendofish
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Dr. Robert Redfield needs to be hanged by the neck until dead.  He knew
exactly what he was doing and he knew it was wrong

old shoe
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Next to Fauci

Uncle Sugar
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Here is what should happen to Redfield and Fauci.

https://youtu.be/G3LH0L4Q70s

afriend4u2
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Hang anyone who gave someone a MRNA Shot!

Simple Solutions for complex problems.

K-Rat72
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That would be a lot of dancing dead RN's. I say start the hangings at
the top, the source, the government, Pharmaceuticals and work down
from there.

logically possible
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The vaccines "saving many lives" comment had my laughing hysterically. 

 

JethroBodine_
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My spouse was just about to cave in to the pressure to get the shot for work
and travel when I told her I was 100% against the shot...and would not be
able to travel with her to vaccine passport countries...she was fine with
that...what changed her mind was when I told her that she would likely die
much earlier than me....leaving me with all her  career stock options and all
our combined investments and paid of home to help me get over loosing
her. That did the trick!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sloberdog
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Clever.  You found a way to outsmart a covidian.

Xena fobe
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you are awesome.

buzzsaw99
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I got the vaccine once and then got Covid. They can stick themselves up
their you know whats and I'm not taking anymore vaccines. They are crooks
who prey on the weak and elderly, not unlike doctors and lawyers.

Normal
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Your experience was typical.  I believe that this, more than any reports
of side effects, is what doomed the vaccine salesjob in the end.  It just
didn't WORK.

Faeriedust
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You dodged a bullet.  Probably got a placebo.  

Xena fobe
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“significant side effects that made people sick…”

But no mention of the 17 milllion Americans murdered by the death jabs and
- according to those that examined excess mortality, at least a billion
worldwide.

Saying the death jabs effects were “significant” is like calling the 1961 Tsar
Bomba nuclear detonation a popcorn fart. 

John Basilone
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These people are all trying to cover their ass as they know what is coming.
 Attempting to reinvent themselves as “I was just a guard at the
concentration camp.”  

Galtsghost
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Ineed....note the Brix announcement almost concurrent with this.

SnowMonkey
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But, it also never did what it was supposed to do. It didn't stop the spread,
it didn't stop you from getting covid, it didn't even stop death. All it did was
deliver some bad side effects.

HJ Patrick
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How about the sudden unexpected deaths and baffled doctors?

Enraged
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Some?????

marieeiram
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It saved no lives. FIFY

yogy999
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Remember when I got fired for not accepting the jab into my life?

nerf_crotchbat
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That's BS 

AusCon

global case fatality rate was 8.5 percent
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It's always funny when the doktors have to face reality.  Seventeen months
after everyone else already did. 

Reminds me of a rehab doktor I had in Seattle at Harborview. Arms folded,
little angry as some wheelchair-bound paras & quads demanded to know
why I was getting up & learning to walk again. And:  ' Wh... wha.. wha when
are my legs gonna start to move again? '   < that's the question that they
took turns asking her< Barb DeLateur was her dumb-ass name. Think she's
retired to the San Juans with her lesbian lover nowadays....

(I volunteered to carry a load of experimental steroids back in '89. NASCII II.
New England Journal of Medicine, May 17th 1990 issue. )  Myself & 486
other guinea pigs in ten trauma centers in the US. They were experimenting
with steroids, naloxone, & saline for the control subjets. The materials were
randomly assigned & calibrated through pharmacy at Yale. 

Doktors hate it when you know more than they do.  Whereas REAL doctors
tend to collaborate/assist with the progress of all mankind.   Real doctors
won't try blowing smoke up your ass either.  Wow.  We got a ton of smoke-
blowing doktors here in the US. A ton.

peippe
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try 52 months

liberty2day
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Wake me up when public health officials are hanging from lamp posts.

ToxicMale
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be the hangman you want to see in the world

uchibenkei
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The vax was very valuable to me. It showed me how many family and
friends are total cowards.

Judge Smales
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Similarly, it showed me how many were self thinkers. 

logically possible
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Yeah, but it's most of them.

Some got smart after their heart attacks and all.

And the one other pureblood I even know, I have no idea why he didn't
go for it.  Maybe he has no idea why he didn't go for it.  But he fought
a good battle, for himself and his daughter.

I Write Code
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Some things are best to not know.

acementhead
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“Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side effects
from vaccines ... we kind of got canceled...

 

Canceled by who?  Name names.

Generically saying "we got canceled" is covering up the problem, not
solving it.

User262626
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Dear Ex-CDC Director;

I’d say you’re a bit behind the times with that assessment.

Sincerely,    
Johnny C. Lately

Don Grapes

Ex-CDC Director Says It's High Time To Admit 'Significant Side
Effects' Of COVID-19 Vaccines
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Purebloods Rule!  

Robert Merivel
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Let's cut the BS . Not a single life was saved by the mRNA ' vaccines ' .
However millions of people have been vaccine injured  

2willies
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It is believed to have been the same with Polio in the day.

logically possible
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A friend of my kid's took it in order to do a study abroad program.  Dead of
turbo cancer at 20.  Those are the truly sad cases. The kids.

Hexagram64
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They told us it came from bat soup sold at a wet market in China.   They
showed us videos of People dropping dead in the street.   That made me
suspicious, but when CNN, MSNBC, Fox, and the rest of the phony
corporate media began pushing the vax 24/7 I knew it was a set-up.

Angle
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Nobody even knew what a "wet market" WAS until this GOF research
went horribly wrong.

Sound like more Central Casting scripting. Always did.

If there is any justice in this world, "Dr." Fauci will have an involuntary
date with Old Sparky.

Melly
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Other terms that came and went:  "Spider hole,"  "stand shoulder to
shoulder."

Angle
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Isn't weighing up costs and benefits kind of the point of informed consent?

Arminder Deepshit

"because they were afraid that that would cause people not to want
to get vaccinated,” Dr. Redfield said.
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Which is why they tried to resort to forcing everyone to get the shot. 
People knew that some people were affected by the shots and yet the
government was saying no which made the decision easy (not get a
shot) unless your employer forced you.

Frank Lee Cynical
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Or your grocery store.

Or your airline.

Or your metro bus.

Or your local shopping mall.

Or your school, or your kids' school, ...

etc

I Write Code
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“When are we gonna stop putting up with the idiots in this country and just
say it’s mandatory to get vaccinated?  F— ‘em. F— their freedom. I want my
freedom to live … I want to get out of the house already.  I want to go next
door and play chess.  I want to go take some pictures. This is bull—-.  ….
 And I’m really of mind to say, ‘Look, if you didn’t get vaccinated and you
got Covid, you don’t get into a hospital.’ … You had the cure and you
wouldn’t take it.”  

-- Moron Howard “Tainted Blood” Stern

Larry Fine
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Stern is dried lump of white dog sh it...

CourtOfAtom
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I wonder how long he'll be around.  Probably will die suddenly.  

Xena fobe
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only the good die young
/Billy Joel

I Write Code
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I trust doctors even less than I trust the government.  Both sold out the
public for money and power.

Angle
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That's the most important take-away from our entire New Abnormal:
The public should NOT trust our trusted experts and authorities.

 

Give Me Some Truth
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"Dr. Redfield made the remarks in a May 16 interview with Chris Cuomo on
NewsNation, during which he lamented the loss of public confidence in
public health agencies because of a lack of transparency around the
vaccines, which he said 'saved a lot of lives' but also made some people
'quite ill.'"
 

The clot shot made many people "quite" dead, but no lives were saved. 
Covid's 99.9% survival rate saved a lot of lives.

Dwayne Hoover
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 (Edited)

 

It wasn't about a virus, it was an IQ test. 

Radhanite Babylonian
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It was a test of awareness.  Even highly intelligent people took the vax
because they had faith in the media.

The media published only stories pushing the vax.  All contrary facts
and opinions were filtered out.

We are faced with a lying media and a lying government.  What is a
guy to do? 

DjangoCat
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The CDC still recommends that people of all ages receive a COVID-19
vaccine, saying that the potential side effects do not outweigh the potential
harms of getting sick with COVID-19.

Time to fire and prosecute CDC criminals.

No Time for Fishing
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PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

If their message changes... it will open the door to questions.
Therefore, they will stand their ground.... regardless of the dangers of
continuing this experiment. 

That user name is already taken
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Just more lies.  I was studying the data posted by the CDC and comparing
the infection rate to a mathematical model for disease transmission.  What I
saw were bell curves for each variant.  These waves showed that the
disease exponentially grew until the susceptible became infected, then
recovered.  That meant that the disease ran it's course in a few months and
then went away.  No vaccine was necessary.  There never was a high
percentage of deaths.  Vitamin D3 would have prevented more deaths than
the vaccine and would have actually improved overall health of the
population.  Vitamin D takes about 45 to 90 days to be converted to
calcidiol, the usable form, by the liver.  Calcidiol is not available in the U.S.
but is in Europe.  

Lead Engineer
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Did you study the virus isolation study or are you just talking shit?

toejam
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My Shitlib brother and his Vaxtard Karen wife.

They couldn’t wait to jab their two girls. The youngest, now age 8, just had
to have an ovary removed from a condition of benign tumors which the
doctor said was “rare and unusual” in a child that young.

”rare and unusual” = doctors are baffled (TM)

BTW - both kids have had Covid at least twice. Vaxtard Karen survived Non-
Hodgkins Lymphoma in 2023.

BinAnunnaki
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 (Edited)

 

Story 2.

My parents are Snowbirds . Six months AZ. Six months MT.

82 and 81 years. Currently they know six people undergoing
treatments for cancer.

That is not normal but vax induced turbo cancer

BinAnunnaki
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The problems due to Convid vaxx are just accelerating.  I have noticed
it big time around me.

Billy Python
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Hasn't anyone noticed that the biggest news, skyrocketing life
insurance company early deaths up 40-60% , is NEVER reported at
all

sbrowsbrow
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9 1 Reply

 

All the people who pushed the poison: Medical, political, entertainment,
media people are going to do the same thing as this Dr Redfield and come
out now and say how they were really against the vax. Watch and see, the
dam has broke and the water is flowing, they are going to say whatever
mountain of lies to save their skins.
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'We were always against the Vaxx.'

ipso_facto
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Matthew Perry won't change his stance. 

markovchainey
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Actually Dr. Redfield, it's high time you and all the others need to be on trial
for crimes against humanity.

Hotair
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He lied, and is still lying, and people, lots and lots and lots of people died.

BigJJ
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 (Edited)

 

Deborah Birx also offered a similar limited hangout, recently.  

Robert De Zero





9 1 Reply
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Redfield says these jabs “saved a lot of lives” but also made some people
“quite ill.”

Redfield also knows this is horseshit. The jabs saved no lives at all because
they're not vaccines.

The jabs were designed to assist the WEF in their Eugenics Agenda and the
ONLY thing the jabs have done is make people ill - and kill them.

Rumple4skin
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This is an apology cloaked in lies.  In a nutshell, this guy is saying that even
though the vaccine may have killed and maimed some folks, the overall
effect is that it saved even more lives than otherwise had been the case if
the vaccine was not introduced.

That is total BS.  He starts by overstating the COVID fatality rate and then
claiming that the vaccine reduced the fatality rate.  Nothing of the sort took
place and his claim cannot be proven.  If you stepped in a pile of dog s**hit
and fell and died from a concussion, they reported it as a COVID fatality. 
The true COVID fatality rate never exceeded that of the ordinary flu.  Period.

Not only did the vaccine kill and maim people who would have easily
survived the COVID, it did nothing to improve the survival rate of those who
got COVID. 

 

Haloween1
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Covid 19 was never identified by any electron microscope, so the
scary pictures that were posted everywhere were simply made up. 
Anyone else notice that the flu basically disappeared with the push for
Covid diagnosis?  While talking about the spike protein, there are even
more dangerous additives to the mRNA shot, like Aluminum, 
Graphene Oxide, Ferric Oxide, Phosgene, Hydrogel, Parasites.  The
immunity granted by congress should not prevent suits for punitive
damages for deliberate harm and the introduction of a deadly
substance into commerce.  Just need competent trial lawyers to step
up to represent the millions, at present, dead and injured, for the
Trillions of $ in damages.  The lawyers just need to assure they are well
protected, and that their life insurance is current, as these are truly evil
and malignant people.

Wyoming6
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 (Edited)

 

I still remember the photos and videos of nursing dancing in the
passageways and the conference rooms of hospitals

I recall clearly what it was like during Vietnam when I served as a
Navy line officer. I don't ever recall dancing during any of it. 

BlackRaven135
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Once you lie to me, as they all did early on (I smelled a rat almost from
the time they rolled it out in early '20) I then wonder what else they
have been LYING about

BlackRaven135
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PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

Still trying to say the vaccines had any benefit.  Total bullshit.  

theworldsgonecrazy
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Agreed.  This guy is admitting that the vaccine killed some people who
wouldn't have died from COVID, and that others were maimed.  The
claim that the vaccine reduced the mortality rate is fabricated based on
erroneous historical record where if one slipped on a pile of dog s**hit
and died from a concussion,  was attributed to COVID.

Haloween1
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 (Edited)

 

'We kind of got cancelled'  Another bad joke!  People have died because of
their reaction to the vax.  People were forced to take the vax or faced being
fired.  Somebody should start firing these people, and we will see how they
like having no job.

tunEphsh
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Good DR.... How do you explain the entire continent of Africa, Where almost
nobody took the MRNA death shot and covid was a nothing burger... they
did not mask, they did not shut down, they did not social distance, they did
not take the shot and very few cases of covid where ever reported....

 

Aubiekong
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I have said the exact same thing.  I tell them to look at a covid death
map by continent.  They look at me with a blank stare.

afriend4u2
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Why?

1. exposure to sunlight 

2. lack of obesity 

3. prescribed Ivermectin to prevent river blindness 

BinAnunnaki
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same could have been done here... Many research specialist and
Doctors where demanding Ivermectin.  That was shut down since
they knew it would treat successfully and thus kill the emergency
usage lie...

Aubiekong
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They had more honest reporting.

Actual fatalities probably about like anywhere else, but then didn't
multiply them by 20x and so only a couple of statisticians even noticed
or cared.

I Write Code
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That is complete horse shit.  There is ZERO proof they worked...even a little.

JQP123

In his interview on NewsNation, Dr. Redfield said that the vaccines
that were developed as part of Operation Warp Speed were
“important” and saved “a lot of lives.”
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2 weeks ago

 

the vaxxxed were so smug, so evil.  it's hard to feel sorry for them.  even
members of my own family.

buzzsaw99
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Yep, and as we get closer to November it's opening old wounds and
boiling points.

Scuba Steve
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2 weeks ago

 

All the nastiness came from the vaxxed. The unvaxxed didn't object to
the cowards getting whatever poison they wanted.

acementhead
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It's pretty hilarious people shot some unknown junkabunk into themselves
all because of marketing. 

KidA
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I think  watching hospitals hire refrigerator trucks to store bodies might
have influenced some.

PDunnekk
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It was the dancing nurses.

Fiscal Reality
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America a soyciety of feminized men and simps who look to women
to tell them what to do.

gunsfromthegrave
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I don’t care about the vaccine, I didn’t take it.  I want our Government
Entities burned to the ground and salted over for what they did to our nation
and its citizens over a cold.

PedroS
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Bro you have to go way back to find a time when the government
wasn't working to strangle you.

skids_mango
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100% agree, but it's time for the match to meet the fuel...

PedroS
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Breaking!

TaraBull

8:13 PM · May 18, 2024

1M Views

https://x.com/TaraBull808/status/1791985417442787377

The Future Is Now

BREAKING: CNN's Alice Stewart has dıed suddenly after a
“medical emergency” She posted this photo yesterday.
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2 weeks ago

 

Holy shit.  It was a coincidence.

afriend4u2
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PREMIUM 2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Even though they believed that at the time, they still fired and cancelled
younger people. You couldn’t attend university classes without prof of vax.
Hell, they went after grade school kids, knowing perfectly well that kids
don’t die from the flu. 

Never forget what they did to us, our economy, our kids, our jobs. Never
forget. Evil totalitarians were never interested in health. It was about control
and compliance. They proved they could shut off the engine of the world
with a virus that was 99.9% survivable. 

Greater Fool Theory

They’re important for the most vulnerable people, those over 60, 65
years of age. They really aren’t that critical for those that are under
50 or younger.





8 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

DC gives us Gain of Function Government. 
 

Now they are dancing with Russian nuclear risks.  
 

Stupid, corrupt and outright dangerous.  

Freespeaker





7 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Got to admire this guy:

New Jersey Court Throws Out 80 Charges Against Brave Gym Owner
Defying Gov. Murphy’s Tyrannical Lockdown Orders: “Suck My D—k Phil
Murphy”

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/05/new-jersey-court-throws-80-
charges-against-brave/

Son of Loki
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Nothing these people say will make us believe them. 

tstive
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How nice that congress exempted themselves....

Aubiekong
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It was the #1 thing that stopped me in my tracks and begged family
siblings to at least dig into it before getting jabbed ....

Scuba Steve
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2 weeks ago

 

Isn't it?

Chargly
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I went to the doctor. A cute Asian PA was sitting there asking questions and
entering data into a laptop. Do I want a Covid vax? No Shingles ? No Flu ?
No Pneumonia? No. 
 

Finally snapped and said:  The vaxxes are made by companies that care
only about profit. They could give a fuck if the vax kills me. 
 

PA stares at me and types a long time. I guess I made the DNR list. 

quietdude
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Wear it like a badge on honor.

logically possible
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Happy ending?

Uncle Sugar
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I handle those questions the same way when asked to tip a barista.

”Not today, thanks”

BinAnunnaki
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Yeah.  When I said no, my PA just gave a little laugh.  No idea what it
meant.

I Write Code
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2 weeks ago

 

Those with a healthy distrust of authority and/or a working BS detector had
valid suspicions from the beginning. Every previous attemt to make a
Corona virus vaccine had failed and most importantly the testing phase was
thrown out the window. The Polio vaccine was tested for close to a decade.
Meaning, we were the guinea pigs. I bought Ivermectin and HCQ from an
overseas pharmacy. Had the Covid bug for 4 days and it was exactly like a
bad case of the flu. 

TedW14
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2 weeks ago

 

A very good friend lost his mom last night. She was of course at least triple
vaccinated and possibly more. 

Turbo cancer. From the time of diagnosis until death was less than 2 weeks.
Nothing to see here. People functioning normally. Caring for themselves and
otherwise in good health then dead from cancer that spreads throughout the
body with frightening speed and ferocity. 

First There Is A Mountain
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2 weeks ago

 

Yesterday, I got info about 3 more females. vaxxed. Blood clots and
turbo lung cancer.

Luckily, CNN swines are dropping dead too

https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/18/politics/alice-stewart-cnn-
commentator-dies/index.html

Billy Python
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My friend's girlfriend had to take it for work - now turbo liver and
pancreatic cancer.   MDs say there's nothing they can do but give
her fentanyl patches for the pain.  There droppin' like flies around
here.

Hexagram64
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Alice Stewart is a good one but Sohrab Lutchmedial is still my
favourite.

Edited to correct misspelled name.

acementhead
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Vaccine injury = Long Covid

Bastards 

BinAnunnaki
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Yup,. they call that "long covid'. 90% of People are just bunch of dumb
morons.

Billy Python
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

 

A common thread of feel good lies often heard from vaxx pushers in denial
is that "it saved millions of lives."  Who had their lives saved and how
exactly were these lives saved?  The only saved lives I can see is the people
who refused to take the vaxx.

 

Swamidon
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Alberta boy, 14 died of stage 4 brain cancer, tested covid pos 2 days
before. Province and media bawled loudly about the youngest covid
death. They got busted and had to apologize.

Savvy
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Every day before logging into ZH:  "I will be kind, supportive, and
understanding of views that I oppose."

Last comment before logging out:  "I hate all you asshole cocksuckers, rot
in Hell!"

Angle
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heh. join the club.

liberty2day
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I eat raw onions and garlic, soaked in wine vinegar, then smothered with
Limburger cheese.  It has no proven anti biotic properties, but it keeps
people away.  People are what really make me sick.

Angle
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White people specifically disgust me 

But my any color will make me vomit given enough words falling out of
their mouth

KidA
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that shit's gotta be awesome on some grilled hamburgers.

liberty2day
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The truth is most countries in Africa handled the pandemic better than the
USA..

PDunnekk
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Yeah.

What was the vaccination rate in Botswana?

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Over 70%

https://africacdc.org/covid-19-vaccination/

PDunnekk
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In Tanzania it only tested positive in papayas and monkey spit.

Crush the cube
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 (Edited)

 

only now does this guy come slithering out of the woodwork in an attempt
to absolve himself.  what a coward.

buzzsaw99
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We ALL had this information before the vax ever got released. They
had studies showing the side effects. You just had to have had your head
out of the sand............ 

ChatBot1000
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During covid I was working for a large biologics company in Boston,
Cambridge, to be precise, and not the vax maker.  During town halls, the
"scientists" were stating they didn't want to be working in the laboratories
with anyone that didn't have the vax.  They would follow that by stating that
they believed the vax worked.  But yet were afraid of the unvaxxed.  Science
and scientists went full retard during covid, and maybe they are just waking
up to how full retard they were.  In Boston, there is so much wokeness
going on, I find it hard to believe that any of the pharma and bio companies
will produce anything meaningful for a generation.

Frank Lee Cynical
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Science continuously proves itself wrong.  

Angle
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Yes and the covid years were preceded by the settled science
years.  Science is never settled yet that was the MSM mantra.

Frank Lee Cynical
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

>Science and scientists went full retard during covid

Amen.

And doctors and medicine and hospitals and pharmacists.

All of whom should have known better, most *did* know better, and
some would even whisper it to you in a dark alley behind a dumpster.

But not all knew better.  Some went full retard and I suppose they're
never coming back.  Add that to the consequential damages.

I Write Code
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The nurse at my community doctors office told me that medicare and
medicaid told them all employees needed to be vaxed for them to recieve
payments for service rendered.  The top doc there quit instead and now
does cash only practice.  

argoz
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I wish the industry would return to that model.  

Xena fobe
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If the "vaccines" were so safe and effective, why did the government grant
immunity to the manufacturers?

Angle
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2 weeks ago

 

Or have to mandate the shots - or coerce and bribe people into
getting these shots.

And then bully any and every person who wasn't convinced the shots
were "safe and effective."

If the shots were safe and effective, they wouldn't have needed to do
any of this (unconstitutional) Orwellian BS.

Give Me Some Truth
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True story #3

GF and I took an Uber to the airport Dec. ‘23. 
driver, about 60, said he went in for the vaxx and immediately was sent to
the ER.

Nine days intensive care.

Me being a smart ass said, “so I take it you didn’t go back for the second
shot”

He laughed this rheumy Charles Bukowski laugh. 

BinAnunnaki
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I just want to know where these crooks get their numbers that say the
shot helps anyone at all and how the study was conducted. This killer
is still saying get the shot! Even though he says it kills and maims
people!

CIAspook
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2 weeks ago

 

What the hell?  This cat was IN CHARGE of this corrupt organization which
makes him equally corrupt! 

InnerCynic

Ex-CDC Director Says It's High Time To Admit 'Significant Side
Effects' Of COVID-19 Vaccines
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It's high time for a public hanging of this Ex-CDC Director & Co.

No-Go zone





7 1 Reply
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24,000 babies borne with thalidomide problems in the UK, and it was the
biggest medical error ever....until now. That 24k is not even 1% of the
damage the covid jabs have done.

To put it in perspective, seeing thalidomide victims was so common in the
1970s and 80s, you automatically knew, even as a young boy, what was
wrong with them and why. Now multiply that by 100x, and how come
everyone, especially doctors, is "baffled"?

Juche Tony
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Swine Flu jab was stopped after 50 deaths. Didn’t matter it led to
Guillaine Barre’ Syndrome….one of the biggest side effects of the
Covid jab

BinAnunnaki
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Snakes are heading for the hills.   Wbat abhorrent creatures !!!  They killed
and maimed millions.  All in the name of removing Trump.  The deep staters
have a debt to pay.  

Thebighouse
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 (Edited)

 

Deep staters are pathological cowards who only maim and kill those
who can’t fight back.

They should all get rounded up and dumped off at the Russian front
without kits.

They would run and hide and squeal like stuck pigs.  
 

fleur de lis
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Lots of limited hang-outs these days among the progressives but no
humility or seeking forgiveness for the genocide.

shoal
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They won't skate the justice that is coming.

hugin-&-munin
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Spineless.

sjc1017
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It didn't save anyone's life. It saved bureaucrats' JOBS!

Now, there's this mess, blood all over their hands and that of the FDA.

Who are the names of the Fifteen doct, er quacks, who voted unanimously
to allow this liquid garbage into the arms of 6-month olds? I want that list!!

Global Douche
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This entire thing is really quite shocking.  You forgot pregnant women
getting this as well.

Chargly
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

The time to discuss this was 4 years ago when the "medical profession"
were at the front of the queue for the jabs and within a month they had
dubbed them "clot shots". That was the time to stop especially since that
"medical profession" were the ones pushing the fantasy that Covid was
anything more than the flu rebranded with them murdering millions by
witholding basic flu care from the people.

BigJJ
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2 weeks ago

 

Still have no regrets not getting it.  

Z28.310
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"If people knew what we did (fauci and birx) they would stone us in the
streets." - little tony.

We need trials, convictions and public executions.

Its Time For Guillotines

Putin.Did.It
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You motherfuckers will pay thru our distrust of the Pharma and the Medical
Industrial Complex... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

espirit
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If anyone needs to make an emergency landing...

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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“saved a lot of lives”

That's a bold statement.  Can I see the proof?

Mario Landavoz
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It was on CNN

rockstone
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The script writers are allowing this now for some reason.  

cuzcali





7 1 Reply
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Naomi Wolfe has said she believes this is part of the Event 201 script.
Inform the public of injuries to cause distress. 

AimeeZH
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They need to earn your trust for the next vaccine.

Quinvarius
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2 weeks ago

 

Not interested in the "next vaccine".   Happy with my God given
immune system and "real" vaccines thank you.   The real vaccines
actually stopped a virus (polio etc...).  Covid was a manipulative
farce concocted between Pharmaceutical companies and cynical
politicians.  There was never a Jonas Salk involved. They should all
hang for the terrible damage they caused to our society.

Spetzco
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2 weeks ago

 

look.  the only side-effect of the vaxcines is, is that you feel rejuvenated. 
healthy.  vibrant.

love and truth,
pfizer

wilsonEdwards





6 1 Reply
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This means nothing.

Nothing to me because I knew it was a scam from the beginning.

Nothing to the people who bought into it because they won't ever want to
admit they got it wrong.

WatchOutForThatTree
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Sure thing. Just bring out all those stats from the military. Yep, women had
miscarriages, still births, probs with getting pg, probs with fetal
development, low fertility. Military men: low testosterone , cardio big time
probs as in sudden death on a sports field, low fertility, on and on. The
pentagon will cover up extremely quickly Just as it did.

xyzblue
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where I worked pushed out a memo to all employees - the vaxx would be
mandatory, or you would quit, or you would be fired.  I wrote a letter
response saying I wouldn't get the "vaxx" and I wouldn't quit, that they'd
have to fire me.  most of the people that worked here must have done
something similar, because the ones in charge never mentioned anything
about it again.

flykiller
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There was a lot of that.

Also, my old buddy got vaxxed just so he could fly to visit his
grandkids, but on all the flights he took during the shutdowns nobody
ever actually asked for his cards.

I Write Code
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Thing is I still don't see any of this in mainstream media. The official
narrative hasn't changed and isn't going to. 

dustnwind
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the (mainstream media) wasn't wrong - they pushed exactly what was
intended, it never was a mistake, and they meant it all.

flykiller
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Gallows at dawn tomorrow?

Nothing else is acceptable

boatman29
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Fauchi, Brix and just about every other scum in the "public health" scam got
massive payouts and royalties to promote the jab and to keep their mouth
shut about what they did know about the jabs. The only guy that was out of
the loop was Redfield. He said so during his CONgressional testimony,
and Fauchi even collaborated it. So all this is, is Redfield is pissed because
he didn't get to feed at the trough like the others did. Believe me, this isn't
out of any sense of duty or conscience. He's mad he didn't get millions like
the others did.

Midniterider
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A bit late for these folks but rush out and get your vax for "Disease X" or
"HxNx" or whatever else they come up with

# Here's some people who found out the hard way that they just weren't
that important
https://i.postimg.cc/1zjzgG8K/Bieber-Not-Saline.png
https://i.postimg.cc/85jFD1Gg/Not-Important-Enough-Gundogan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BQGbpPtj/Not-Important-Enough-Katy-Perry.png
https://i.postimg.cc/qRnmVfQ0/Not-Important-Enough-Fetterman.png
https://i.postimg.cc/MZDzV16x/Not-Important-Enough-Adam-Exton.png
https://i.postimg.cc/P5J3jQCB/Not-Important-Enough-James-Whale.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYnDjXc3/Not-Important-Enough-Kerryn-Phelps.png
https://i.postimg.cc/X7YS6V3c/Not-Important-Enough-Jamie-Raskin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BZC50jxk/Not-Important-Enough-Deb-Kiel.png
https://i.postimg.cc/j2N8VbR6/Not-Important-Enough-Denis-Coderre.png
https://i.postimg.cc/15KkFZXH/Not-Important-Enough-Sadiq-Khan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/PqQ928rd/Not-Important-Enough-Ben-Ray-Lujan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Y9vSVfgm/Not-Important-Enough-Jabbar.png
https://i.postimg.cc/tT29s335/Not-Important-Enough-Marcelo-Rebelo-de-
Sousa.png
https://i.postimg.cc/HnxzWdV8/Not-Important-Enough-Steve-Scalise.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Pq78QmpX/Not-Important-Enough-Chris-Van-
Hollen.png
https://i.postimg.cc/52wD04c4/Not-Important-Enough-Nancy-Mace.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Zqq8BH9f/Not-Important-Enough-Jeanine-Calkin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/PJYjhmTy/Not-Important-Enough-Sean-Casten.png
https://i.postimg.cc/ry3gQTcG/Not-Important-Enough-Jo-Anne-Epps.png
https://i.postimg.cc/FRzXckyK/Not-Important-Enough-Matthew-Perry.png
https://i.postimg.cc/mZ00XLMQ/Not-Important-Enough-Mark-
Sheppard.png
https://i.postimg.cc/FK946jTS/Not-Important-Enough-Valerie-Plante.png
https://i.postimg.cc/zXL100rm/Not-Important-Enough-Tom-Scocca.png
https://i.postimg.cc/bJRYqnFm/Not-Important-Enough-Kate-Middleton.png

# War Criminals Who Got High On Their Own Supply
https://i.postimg.cc/1zC9xBN1/Not-Important-Enough-Wilson-Chin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYQVXrhH/Not-Important-Enough-Uche-Nwaneri.png
https://i.postimg.cc/s1dbZvxC/Not-Important-Enough-Liam-Coward.png
https://i.postimg.cc/WzhvqQvb/Not-Important-Enough-Adam-Rich.png
https://i.postimg.cc/ZqLrc0bH/Not-Important-Enough-Simon-Dunn.png
https://i.postimg.cc/y8N63W0J/Not-Important-Enough-Sohrab-
Lutchmedial.png
https://i.postimg.cc/7hbWzzXP/Not-Important-Enough-Oveta-Fuller.png
https://i.postimg.cc/26CcrcSp/Not-Important-Enough-Alfredo-Victoria.png
https://i.postimg.cc/WbYyfFZS/Not-Important-Enough-Ian-Bell.png
https://i.postimg.cc/3Nk1TKcV/Not-Important-Enough-Mary-Louise-
Maclaws.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Bv2xFLG3/Not-Important-Enough-Julie-Powell.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BbGjTM4Q/Not-Important-Enough-Dr-John-
Woodward.png
https://i.postimg.cc/xdKvJYYX/Not-Important-Enough-Jennifer-Wexton.png
https://i.postimg.cc/hGZft9Gr/Not-Important-Enough-Ian-Vandaelle.png
https://i.postimg.cc/267gDPX7/Not-Important-Enough-Mike-Dickson.png
https://i.postimg.cc/CM6bnqQV/Not-Important-Enough-Tom-Johnson.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYKk7Mpg/Not-Important-Enough-Efeso-Collins.png
https://i.postimg.cc/QNP50v6C/Not-Important-Enough-Adrian-Tan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/gktqk4yY/Not-Important-Enough-Richard-Lewis.png
https://i.postimg.cc/6pjLDFPg/Not-Important-Enough-Hannah-Quintero.png
https://i.postimg.cc/9z3Mr6px/Not-Important-Enough-Justin-Carlin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/V6SFN7bj/Not-Important-Enough-Vicky-Jennings.png
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most people seem to be children in adult bodies.  how dumb do you have
to be to buy the bilge of some guy in a shiny suit?

I cannot even imagine.

liberty2day
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No more talk.  Let's see some arrests.  My god.

Firehawk734
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"Serious illness"? Yeah I'd call DEAD pretty f*cking serious you piece of sh*t.
He's no better than Cuomo with that, "IF ONLY THEY LET US TALK ABOUT
IT AT THE TIME" crap. Their attitudes now only make them more
unforgivable.

UndueSinger7004
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I "survived" the 1976 Swine Flu "pandemic". I was young, dumb and got the
vaxx, Thankfully, no damage was done.

When the COVID BS hysteria started, I immediatley smelled a dead rat. A
big, stinking slimey dead rat. I knew it was BS. I tried to warn anyone who
would listen, Most were deaf and panicked beyond reason. So far, I know AT
LEAST 10  people that died "suddenly and unexpectedly". My best friend
mysteriously got gout (no prior issues or family history). Others have turbo
cancer or mysterious, "unexplained" maladies.

Fauci, Scarf Lady, the WHO, the CDC, .GOV worldwide and Big Pharma
murdered more humans than Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot and every mass
murderer in recorded history.

This is just the beginning.

PS- COVID came from the Wuhan Institute of Virology, funded by EcoHealth
Alliance via US taxpayer dollars.

 

Fiscal Reality
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They found my brother inlaw on the floor yesterday morning 53 dropped
dead what we can only assume what was a massive heartattack.

 

Bill of Rights
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My hypochondriac neighbor died several times from it!

thoughtbubble
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Dr. Redfield made the remarks in a May 16 interview with Chris Cuomo on
NewsNation, during which he lamented the loss of public confidence in
public health agencies because of a lack of transparency around the
vaccines, which he said “saved a lot of lives” but also made some people
“quite ill.”

 

"Saved a lot of lives," is a narrative without any data to back it up.

moneybots
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There will never be Nuremburg-style trials for these lying murderers until
there is massive public outrage, but I don't see that ever happening.

Case in point: my own extended family. For 60 years I have gotten on well
with them. Never a falling out. We were aligned politically, religiously, and I
always thought they were intelligent, critical thinkers. They fell hook, line,
and sinker for the scaremongering in 2020. I was called a tin-foil hat and
was banned from family get-togethers because I was the one putting them
at risk. They all received the initial jab and two boosters. Fast forward to
now -- one female cousin in her 40s 'suddenly' developed aggressive bowel
cancer last year. One uncle developed Parkinsons, while another developed
Lewy Body Dementia. Another relative feels faint if she stands up too
quickly, which never happened before. And my maid of honor at my
wedding had a stroke.

NOT A SINGLE ONE of them believes the vaxx had anything to do with it.
My relationship with my extended family has never recovered. I am still
shunned by them.

And whenever there is an article about some young sportsperson suddenly
dying, the reaction from the family is zero. No one is speaking out.

 

Eyeroller
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My better half and one cousin (and me) are the only unjabbed in my
family. 3 dead so far.

Savvy
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There's a strong likelyhood that will continue. Even if other family
members begin to have doubts
about the jabs, they're not likely to admit that taking them was a bad
mistake. We all know once jabbed, you cannot unjab. That fact will
always control their superficial stance to never admit their mistake.

smacker

"My relationship with my extended family has never recovered.
I am still shunned by them."
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Russia must really be kicking Ukraine's ass if they rolled out this old turd of
a debate.

Angle
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Once I did a deep dive into covid data, it was an easy decision for me and
mine to take a “hard pass” on “safe and effective”

The CDC is still recommending everyone get boosted 

I don’t really see a problem. I, like probably every non vaxxed, am happy
with my decision 

I believe their is enough information available to indicate that their is
absolutely a much higher rate of side effects with the “safe and effective”
then our traditional vaccines 

If adults are vaxxed and want to continue to boost, more power to them 

We have moved past any societal or top down pressure to take these shots
so if adults want to boost? Knock yourself out

In closing, I do feel sorry for children (minors) who are injected with “safe
and effective” by parents 

 

 

Tmark1966
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The government is supposed to protect the public, not deceive and
exploit them.

Angle
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Angle,

I agree with you

I am simply stating with just a little bit of research, it is obvious that
side effects are certainly more prevalent with this vaccine than with
other vaccines people have taken (flu shot for example)

It is also obvious the vaccine does not prevent people from catching
covid, what used to be the very definition of vaccine 

So if a functional adult decides at this time to get vaccinated, I
would potentially just call it Darwinism in action 

I mean, as reporting came out that vaxxed were catching covid, they
literally moved the goalposts and stated “but covid won’t be as
severe if you are vaccinated”

Combine that with the rushed emergency authorization and
removing liability from Big Pharma and I simply believe that people
should easily be able to make the logical decision to pass on the
“safe and effective” vaccine 

 

 

Tmark1966
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No money in being honest. 

wellwaddyaknow
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Yea.

Angle
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But their standard policy for the last hundred years and more is to hide
all known and expected side effects from the public.  It's taught in
medical school, even in undergrad biology classes, but it's a secret,
LOL.

So they've (they = "public health") been in the lying business for a long,
LONG time.

You want to really see this outlined, try this:

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/the-forgotten-science-of-
vaccine

I Write Code
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Redfield is no better when claiming the vaccines saved lives.  Where is the
evidence of this?  What studies were conducted to prove it?  First they said
you won't get the virus, then people (including Fauci, twice) got the virus. 
Then they said those who get the virus will have "less severe disease".  Was
that compared to a control group that wasn't vaccinated who had less
severe disease?

He's just as guilty as Fauci, Collins and Burks for "making things up as we
go along"...because he's STILL doing it.

Anonymous Sources
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''the virus''

Who is saying that there is a virus? Oh yeah, ''they said''. Get it?

toejam
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There's the perfect placebo group they could study - they are called
The Amish. They don't get any vaccines, including the Covid vaccine.

There's 360,000 of them in America so that's a big enough group to
make some conclusions.

If the vaccines saved "millions of lives" and no Amish got vaccinated,
the Amish should have far more people who died from Covid than any
other group, right? Well, is this the case or not?

We all know the answer without even doing this study ... which will
NEVER be performed - which is kind of a giant "tell" about our
"science" community right there.

Give Me Some Truth
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As soon as these shots were rolled out I knew to avoid them at any cost.
The threats, the bribes , the massive fear mongering marketing campaigns.
Then I went to Moderna’s website that stated “ don’t think of these shots as
a vaccine, but rather an operating system…This shit is just hitting the public
domain now after 15million+ deaths? 

markar
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watch them flip the script completely as the election nears. This will be
trumps fault and nobody knew. The true horror will be revealed

 

KarlGDenninger
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and you know what. Sadly they would be right and that card will be a
winner for them
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They won’t be able to pull it off. They ridiculed him for pushing HCQ
and alternatives and repeatedly said it should be a choice. Biden
spent the entire first year of his presidency browbeating everyone to
take the shots.

markar
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TRUMP RUSHED VACCINE, IGNORED SAFEGUARDS AND
DIDNT TELL NEW ADMINISTRATION.  KILLED MILLIONS,
 DANGEROUS SIDE EFFECTS KEPT HIDDEN

 

That headline is powerful bro and enough to sway a ton of
electorate. 

KarlGDenninger
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All will be revealed soon.

markar
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All the Electorate has to do is look at a fookin' calendar.

 

You guys are so useless

Melly
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All vaccines have always been toxic frauds. SARS-CoV-2 doesn't exist and
virology is snake oil science.

LeadPipeDreams
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I am now a full-fledged "anti-vaxer."

Question: Are Amish children (or adults) dying from any of these
diseases all the vaccines are supposed to prevent? 

What's the IFR for Covid among the unvaccinated 360,000 Amish
Amercians?

Give Me Some Truth
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Zero and Zero

LeadPipeDreams
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Americans were killed intentionally due to the centralization of hospital
protocols.

Dr fauchi want's to talk about ANYTHING except the remdesivir/ventilator
treatment... that was his idea. 

Lou Saynis
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To get the real Infection Fatality Rate (IFR), you'd have to accurately
gauge when the virus really began to spread and infect people. If this
novel virus had begun to infect people in, say, early November 2019, there
would be millions of infected people by the lockdown dates (mid-March
2020). There probably would have been millions by the time the world heard
of the "Wuhan Outbreak" (early January 2020).

If millions of people had been infected by January or February 2020, one
should ask where are all the excess deaths? (If the IFR is 3.4 percent or
even 0.4 percent, the excess deaths would have been impossible to miss
and would have occurred or been noticed well before the lockdowns).

Main (albeit taboo) take-away: There is no spike of "early deaths" that
aligns with early spread .. So the IFR is a lie and always has been.

Ask yourself this question: Since "official Covid" (which began in mid-
February 2020), how many employees of the CDC have died from Covid?
This agency has 12,000 employees. I don't know of one CDC employee
who died from Covid.

(The CDC will not releas information on how many of their own employees
have died from Covid).  If zero employees have died - or even if three or four
died - that's still an IFR that's much lower than the flu IFR (1 death in every
1,000 cases or 0.1 percent).

For all ages under, say, 70, the Covid IFR is lower or the same as the flu IFR.
And experts had to know this all along.

Give Me Some Truth
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Most of the fatalities came from the hospital treatment protocols.    

Galtsghost
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That's also my take-away - and that is a massive (still unexposed)
scandal.

Give Me Some Truth
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Unexposed to whom?  We all know it here.  How come the rest of
us are still in the dark?

Lying MSM... that's why.

DjangoCat
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Per the "early spread" hypothesis, this virus was indeed quite
contagious and caused many millions of people to become "sick"
with Influenza Like Illness symptoms. However, people were
surviving these bouts of illness - just like they survive all coronavirus
bugs or flu bugs. The take-away is thus that this was not a "deadly"
virus. The further take-away is that the huge spike of deaths (which,
curiously, began in the Spring of 2020) must have been caused by
the deadly hospital protocols. 

Give Me Some Truth
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That was the first sign as something was amiss with the narrative we
were being sold.  Where are all the sick people? 

Xena fobe
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I never get sick, and I had some type of runny nose illness in
September of 2019 that infected everyone I came into contact with. We
still only casually discuss this since it predates the official narrative, but
I believe the intentional release of a virus went around the world twice
before March 2020. 

Narwhal
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“Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side effects
from vaccines ... we kind of got canceled because no one wanted to
talk about the potential that there was a problem from the vaccines,
because they were afraid that that would cause people not to want to get
vaccinated,” Dr. Redfield said.

SUGGEST, POTENTIAL, KIND OF LIKE >>>  This makes me want to slap
this Fool till one of my hands falls off. Him and others are just like backwash
in a soda bottle. They now want to be seen as someone who tried, TRIED to
warn people yet still wants the OLD to get it and kill them off but
were “important” and saved “a lot of lives.”- This guy is some piece of
work... 

The Odessa File
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The experimental serum catastrophic consequences haven't ended
yet...more to come ...a lot more. World renowned and well respected
Virologist who was screaming at the top of a silenced hill begging for people
to hold off taking this serum was silenced by the media in 2020

https://theparadise.ng/virologist-warns-imminent-new-covid-crisis-among-
vaccinated-will-cause-chaos-collapse-society/#google_vignette

Humanity had better hope he's wrong

 

tobagocat
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Feeling a bit of fever, discomfort or fatigue isn't what worried me with the
vaccines.

Dropping dead on the other side...

MightyZen
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Exactly what I told my doc. I fear a heart attack or stroke from the
vaccine more than any effects of Covid. 

BinAnunnaki
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In college, many years ago,  I majored in biology and I know that if there is
no control group even an 8th grade science student understands that you
have no science. The jab providers played with the control groups in the
open and with the knowledge of CDC and FDA for a virus that had a
99.972% recovery rate if you did nothing. I am not jabbed and when I
refused to get the jab, saying to my daughters that I had not seen a viable
safety profile for the jab, one of my daughters, a teacher and forced to take
the jab herself, told me I lacked critical thinking surely because the Teachers
Union told her all the BS about the jab. """All but one""" of my oldest friends
have passed in the last 3 years.  The one remaining is sick and is down to
130 pounds, not a good sign for a one time football wide receiver. No one in
the families of these friends are asking if the jab played a role in their
demise. The one remaining friend has so much lung damage that breathing
is labored and food interferes with the breathing so he chooses to not eat.  I
believe that stories like this are echoing everywhere the jab was pushed or
forced on people. None of this begins to include the brain damage caused
by the jab or the many other damaging side effects too many to count. 
There are not enough court rooms to charge all of the complicit people in
this fraud and modern day black death.   

Louie3rd
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Other than that how are things going?  Obviously you have also been
impacted directly by the Vaxx though you did not partake.

ipso_facto
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It's everywhere.... along with larger levels of denial.

Hypertension 

Tachycardia 

Blot clots ... resulting in long-term blood thinners being taken...

Neurological problems...

Autoimmune issues.... not just get sick often...       

Rheumatoid Arthritis... is autoimmune...

Lupus... is autoimmune...

 

... and I thought this turbo cancer stuff was BS, but now I've seen
several people (under 50) that have developed serious aggressive
cancers. I suppose they could all be unrelated. Just seems odd. 

But... they all believe it was better than getting Covid-19.  Can't be
wrong... 

That user name is already taken
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''for a virus''

How do you know that there is a virus? Because they say so? Or
because mom said so?

toejam
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You lied, lied and lied some more and you did it with a straight face while
ignoring and calling crazy all the folks that couldn’t get help because of
these disastrous consequences of this Covid jab and now you’re like we
have to get to the bottom of this?

Politicians are the worst, most useless boobs around.  Skin tags have more
value.

The CDC has zero credibility with anybody that is paying attention and
they’re not getting it back anytime soon.  Nothing but a Big Pharma
mouthpiece.

 

Snikkster
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Interesting how MSM has not picked-up on this. Looks like the vaccine also
significantly damaged their credibility. 

jabba da hutt
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They had credibility????

DIGrif
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They never took the jab neither  or they would have been croaking one
after the other by now.

 

fleur de lis
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Bull shit. Every men who was not vaccinated, like I do, don't have any side
effects. LMAO.

Proud Russian Commie
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Death is one of the side effects. But hey, if it means being connected with
the Cloud.....

SaunaTales
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But we already knew that.....

old shoe

The most senior medical oncologist in Japan recently slammed the
COVID-19 mRNA shots as “the work of evil” that has caused
“essentially murder.”

In an interview published April 19, Dr. Masanori Fukushima, who
spearheaded the first cancer outpatient clinic at Kyoto University
and launched the first course in pharmacoepidemiology there, listed
a slew of problems with the COVID mRNA jabs, evidencing what he
called an evil “abuse of science.”
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The mice sure hated it.  They thank the American politicians and
people though.

I saw a group of them having a party. Looked like a fiesta.  Mexicans
were sitting around feeding them nachos over a bonfire saying those
silly white people are killing themselves off even.  

Imaverb
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What a profile in courage.... he comes out 3 years too late.

jbwilson24
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I know vaccine injured people.

I know nobody who died from the pandemic vaccinated or not.

80% of who I know took the vaccine wont take it anymore due to more and
more vaccine injuries coming out.

Wisp
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Why stop lying now? 

dustnwind
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ToxicSnowflake: There's no evidence it "saved a lot of lives."

Tou-fookin'-ché!

Prince Eugene of Savoy
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He didn't stop lying. He is preparing his own ass for a soft landing. He
is implying that he was in the resistance to the vax, when in fact he
was at the forefront of the propaganda and pushed it.

The rats are leaving the sinking ship.

theendofish
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Correction: "ALL VACCINES!"

NumbNuts
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Suddenly and unexpectedly

'Famed GOP advisor and political commentator Alice Stewart dies suddenly,
found dead outside at 58'

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13434001/Famed-GOP-advisor-
political-commentator-Alice-Stewart-dead.html

'Bank of America trader, 25, dies suddenly 'of a cardiac arrest' during work
event - two weeks after ex-green beret turned investment banker died aged
35 while doing 100-hour weeks'

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13432309/Bank-America-trader-
25-dies-suddenly-cardiac-arrest-work-event-two-weeks-ex-green-beret-
turned-investment-banker-died-aged-35-doing-100-hour-weeks.html

Blankenstein
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My ex wife likes to say a lot of stupid shit too. However, she's ex for a
reason.

мертвые_русские_это_хорошо1
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Just wait until they start lacing the food with this crud.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Never got any injections. Never got the cold.

Take care of your immune system.
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13 million is a lower estimate:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/12/no_author/worldwide-cover-up-new-
zealand-ministry-of-health-data-shows-c19-shots-killed-millions-across-
the-world/

20 million is a higher estimate:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/10/no_author/analyst-estimates-at-
least-20-million-people-have-already-been-killed-by-the-covid-vaccine/

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The psychopaths new in all in 2020.

4 yrs later they feint being awake.

LA_Goldbug





Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Reminiscent of Nuremberg trials

"I just did what I was told"

"I knew nothing until now"
(despite fact they were all living it day to day)

Reminds me of Germans who lived within close proximity to
extermination camps and yet claimed "I never realized what was
happening there" (I would think smell belching from ovens would be
sufficient)

BlackRaven135





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Nothing short of Fauci hanged in public will do. 

Gentleman Bastard
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2 weeks ago

 

I suggested that and am convinced it put Musk's panties in a wad to
the extent that just 3 months after I was reinstated from permanent
suspension by Agrawal for stating that I had opted for an alternative
protocol

They both declared that I was threatening and advocating violence.

Those who are TRAITORS deserve nothing less and Fauci is not
exclusive in that.

BlackRaven135





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Not side effects, effects.

JMRPete





4 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Not side effects, FEATURES

Ozarkian





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The mother%%% says this 4 YEARS LATER.

They KNEW the safety problems (built-in) in the BEGINNING.

LA_Goldbug





Reply

2 weeks ago

 

where was he?

Where were those who took the oath 'first do no harm'?

Where were those who assured trusting humanity that they were only
interested in their welfare?

 

BlackRaven135





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

...Redfield still lies. There is no benefit to the non-vaccine "vaccines". This is
a limitied hangout...trying to release the pressure from the boiling pot. Good
luck with that.

RJOGuillory





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

What a sugar coated version of the truth. People who voiced concerns were
viciously attached, had their livelihoods threatened, especially medical staff.
Dissent was crushed by any means possible. He's trying to rewrite history.

joebren





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Can somebody explain how we know the vaccine had any positive effect
whatsoever? There were no double blind trials, right? What if everybody had
just gone on a diet and exercised in the fresh air and sunshine?

BondBSD





2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

They are full of shit. 

Justapleb





1 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

If you look at the numbers on worldometers you can easily see that
there is no protection, from the 'vaccine', against infection. Check
Israel and New Zealand especially. Israel was highly and early
'vaccinated' with a VERY young population and yet its infection rate is
higher than on the Diamond Princess with zero vaccination and close
contact of people.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

acementhead





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Japan’s most senior cancer doctor:  Covid Shots Are Essentially Murder!

arthurdecco

There are subtitles for those who don't understand Japanese.   

 

https://www.todayville.com/japans-most-senior-cancer-
doctor-covid-shots-are-essentially-murder/





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

So that 20 sigma event of excess deaths worldwide since the jab rollout, an
event never before witnessed by humans in ALL of human existence may
have been caused by the jab? That's some real fine grasping of the obvious
right there.

larrythelogger





1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

You got a link for that?

What sigma event is deagel from whatever cause?

Chargly





5 Reply

PRO 2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

The best line: “The CDC still recommends that people of all ages receive a
COVID-19 vaccine…”

The heart risks alone are reason to stop promoting 

VISN4You





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

So corrupt. Not a word about Ivermectin. 

Ravenhaven





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

But yet the ads still run on tv encouraging to get the clot shot.   

 

MT

Mule Taint





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Maybe check the life insurance payments.. shocking death rates. Then
maybe see how many vaccinated vs. Not.. or thy could just ignore and say..
" we see no evidence of vaccine side effects.. world class criminals.

NRGIsFree





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

No Robert, you and the CDC didn't "kind of got canceled". You and the
CDC conspired to cancel everyone else.

Hell, even when you're finally admitting to the covid lies, you are still lying!

TimeTraveller





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

F*ck off with your tin mea culpas. You and Cuomo still can't admit killing
people was a mistake. You're dead to me. 

JonSnow





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Ex cdc head white man says vax was a kill shot. Jew cdc directors can't be
found for comment. Must be at a mitzvah.

gunsfromthegrave





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

It was all over-the-top stupid but the "wear mask when walking to your table
at a restaurant, and take it off when seated" was bizarre

 

was the covid bug limited to only active above 3ft AGL?

boatman29
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2 weeks ago

 

All religions rely on mystical rituals.

Angle





2 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Hypocratic Oath: First, do no harm 

Hypocritical Govt Oath:  Do something..anything!

thoughtbubble





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Frack this guy, he was a MAJOR part of the problem and assisted in the
coverup along with the garden gnome Dr Fraudschi. I sent him an email with
various links to studies on the efficacy of masks (they don’t do jack shit to
mitigate spread) and his reply was absolutely pathetic. He should hang
along with the rest of them. 

CallingDrFraudschi





1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

In all fairness, I would ignore your e-mails, too.  It's the mustache...

Angle





2 1 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

lol. He didn’t ignore it, he did reply it’s just that his reply was beyond
the pale pathetic given he was provided peer reviewed studies. 

CallingDrFraudschi





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Get back to me when they stop claiming the jabs saved millions of lives

fofzero





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Fall 2021 at CVS Pharmacy-    
Me- picking up a script.   
Clerk- “Mr ….. have you had your flu shot this year? If not would you like
one?”    
Me- “Thanks young lady but no and no.”   
Clerk- “The flu can be dangers to seniors sir.”     
Me- “Haven’t you heard? There is no more flu. Our usual 33 million annual
cases dropped to 1,200 last year...”.   
Clerk- “Well with masking and social dist..”.  
Me (interrupting)- “..and government lies!”  
Clerk- (silent) hands me my script.   
Pharmacist in background laughing as I leave. But doesn’t stop him from
‘doing his job’ on the unsuspecting of course.

 

75thInf
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2 weeks ago

 

"Who are you calling a senior, you fetus!"

Bishy71





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

And the shots were never effective and didn't prevent crap.  It was natural
immunity or more precisely, human biological acquired immunity.  It was
always laughable when the experts were saying natural immunity doesn't
work because vaccines, shots, etc are all designed to prime a person's
natural immunity in advance of getting an illness.  

Frank Lee Cynical





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

And one of the "side effects", as most of us know on ZH, is DEATH.

You can search people who've died unexpectedly/suddenly on the obituary
website Legacy by clicking on "more filters", then clicking "search within
results" and typing "died unexpectedly" and "died suddenly".

Of course, there are a lot of older people who show up in the results, but
there are a lot of younger people as well. Personally, I've lost two relatives in
their twenties in the last few years who both died unexpectedly.

GoodyGumdrops





2 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

This Substacker says a prestigious medical journal just ran a vaccine
safety study that said 1-in-400 vaccinated people will suffer significant
adverse effects.

The real number is probably 1 in 100 or 200, but 1 in 400 should be
enough to ban the shots, right?

Only about 1 in 2 million healthy children were ever going to die from
Covid.

https://okaythennews.substack.com/p/covid-vaccine-serious-adverse-
reactions

 

Give Me Some Truth





Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Ed Dowd a Wall St guru, Steve Kirsch a tech guru, and Harvey
Risch, top virologist at Yale independently came to the same
conclusion. 1 in 800 died or about 17 million people. The long term
effects are expected to kick in around 5 years. I hope the poster
here who claims the boosters are placebo is right, or we will begin
to see mass die offs soon.

markar





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Not sure what’s causing all the side effects… like sudden death... but it can’t
be that..

75thInf





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

It could be anything but it was definitely not the vaxx.  /s

Xena fobe





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Yet another one part of the "coming clean" strategy. You can tell it's
deliberate and I think done to make you forget how sinister and diabolical
The hoax was, until they turn around and do it again.

Swampthedrain





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

So they lied but say it was for the common good.  Students of Judas.  

argoz





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Imagine the mass outrage if the real truth were actually told

saulgoode





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

I'm waaaaaay past trials and due process.

when do the public EXECUTIONS start???

boatman29





3 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

never. It would take getting control of the political system. And i see no
sign of that

GREGORYII





2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

I wasn't really speaking of state sponsored executions.  More of an
ad hoc occurance............

boatman29
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2 weeks ago

 

The population was too lazy to do their own due diligence.  

Hopefully, some eyes were opened to the fact we are under siege in all
aspects of our existence.  

Xena fobe





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

535 members of Congress, many are old and sickly.  Not one died from
covid.  Cohencidence?

Angle





2 weeks ago

 

How many people have worked at the White House in the last four
years (two administrations)? How many White House employees died
from Covid in these 48 months?

Zero. Almost every group you look at, the Covid IFR is 0.000 percent.

We just read of a CNN employee who almost certainly died from the
vaccine. Well, how many CNN employees have died from Covid proper

Give Me Some Truth





































































































2 Reply

vaccine. Well, how many CNN employees have died from Covid proper
in the last four years? How many employees does CNN have?

CNN knows the Covid IFR for its own employees ... but won't report
this figure to its audience.





1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

"President Biden’s executive order mandating COVID-19 vaccines
among all federal workers does not apply to members of Congress, the
federal court system or their staffers."

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/congress-exempt-biden-covid-19-
vaccine-mandate

The Sword of Dom DeLuise
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2 weeks ago

 

They were exempt from vaxx mandates and provided with ivermectin.

Xena fobe





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

It was a bio weapon, funded and researched by the US government.  So
were the "vaccines" and "boosters."

Angle





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Lets start with the truth: it is not a "vaccine". It is experimental genetic
modification injection  loaded with animal parasites and hard metals. 

LiberateUS





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

How do you get 'pressured'?  You either shut up or like Dr. Robert Malone,
you speak out and keep telling the world that the jab is dangerous.  Yes he
was cancelled over and over, but he did NOT stop warning the world.

xavi1951





3 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Dr. Simone Gold was put in jail.

Angle





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

It's impossible to keep up with all the "died suddenly" stories. The latest is a
58-year-old healthy CNN commentator who ran 20-plus miles every week.
She died suddenly on her last run.

No mention of whether she was vaccinated and boosted. I'd be willing to be
a lot of money she was.

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13434001/Famed-GOP-advisor-
political-commentator-Alice-Stewart-dead.html?ito=pull-
notification&ci=RpqnXYMY95&xi=5a19da44-3029-4981-9196-
1e9a43244ad9&ai=13434001

Give Me Some Truth





6 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Here she is pushing the vaccine and says the public should only listen
to the CDC

https://x.com/TaraBull808/status/1792013304703103258

The Sword of Dom DeLuise





7 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Thanks for that link. Those people she wanted censored were trying
to save her life. And could have saved her life if she'd listened to
them. If she had, she'd be alive today.

A Healthy 54-year-old woman was never going to die "from Covid."

Give Me Some Truth
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

The one good thing about the plandemic is that it exposed our so called
intellectuals as posing idiots. In the face of uncertainty, and chaos, even the
high IQs herd into a pancaking mass.  Trump did his best with what he had. 
"Warp speed" was an error of knowledge.  We were all gaslit.  Lucky though,
by the time the vaccines rolled around many of us were on to the farce! 

Gogo





4 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

It also exposed what was happening in the schools      

Galtsghost





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Isn't it great how science works?

Way over estimate fatality rate.

Do some stuff.

Find out later real rate was way lower.

Take credit for reducing fatality rate because they did some stuff.

 

Sparkling Wiggles





1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The Science TM

Demologos





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Unclear whether COVID deaths were undercounted or over counted?  Here
in the US hospitals were given large amounts of money for each case of
COVID (not deaths), but it is awkward to accept the case money and then
report the person died of something else.  Incentivise something and that's
what you'll get.

JID





3 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

It's a tale as old as time - Use carrots and sticks.

Give Me Some Truth
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over-counted

The Sword of Dom DeLuise
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2 weeks ago

 

"You're not going to get COVID if you have these vaccinations,"  --
Dementia Joe Biden, July 2021

"I have COVID, but don't worry, I'm double vaccinated and double boosted.
" -- Dementia Joe Biden, July 2022

Larry Fine





5 Reply

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

Ex-CDC Director Says It’s High Time To Admit ‘Significant Side Effects’
Of COVID-19 Vaccines

1) Ya think?

2) Does this mean any consequences for fear mongering COVID vaccines
salesman “We’re doomed! Rochelle Walensky? A strongly worded letter
maybe?
 

USSA émigré





4 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Stoning mRNA pushers in the streets would be appropriate 

Magnum
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And kind of fun and good exercise.  

Xena fobe





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

So many people fell over & died without warning, and still are, from that
‘vaccine’. Maddie de Garay is on a feeding tube due to it. 

Magnum





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Modern Slavery:

1.  Lousy public education.

2.  Get people in debt as soon as possible, so they can't quit their wage
slave jobs.

3.  Make people dependent on the government, so they can be threatened
by withdrawal of benefits if they don't comply.

4.  Make every basic component of survival as expensive as possible, food,
shelter, medical care.

5.  Destroy the culture by destroying families, religion, and any decent moral
conduct.

Angle





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

I put alot of the blame on your "family doctor" for advising people to get the
vaccine. They should have known better. Many people believe "their doctor"

GREGORYII





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Not anymore.

Angle





7 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The State tyrants went after my PCP because he was proscribing
ivermectin for his patients with covid.   He eventually prevailed but
spent a ton of money doing so.  

Galtsghost





4 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

You must have missed that the doctors get a kickback for each
vaccine they give

The Sword of Dom DeLuise





2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Darwin wins.  

Xena fobe





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

We really shouldn't need to read hundreds of studies or even listen to
interviews from this former public health official.

Just look at one picture and then ask yourself - does THIS look "safe and
effective" to you?

https://billricejr.substack.com/p/my-visit-with-historys-most-important?
utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2

Give Me Some Truth





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

They tried to claim almost every death was "with COVID," but none were
from the "vaccines."  Zero cred.

Angle





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

"Dr. Redfield made the remarks in a May 16 interview with Chris Cuomo on
NewsNation, during which he lamented the loss of public confidence in
public health agencies because of a lack of transparency around the
vaccines, which he said “saved a lot of lives” but also made some people
“quite ill.”"

He continues to lie as the "vaccines" saved no one and only caused deaths
and illness. 

He is lying because the people have lost complete trust in the public health
agencies, Big Pharma, the medical mafia, the government, mainstream
media, corporations, and the educational institutions for their collaboration
with the "vaccine".   

Enraged





5 Reply

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Executives of Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson and Johnson and Nova vax should
be up on murder charges along with Fauci, the entire WHO and CDC and
Gates.  WE knew they were killing off people, we do not need this fraud to
tell us anything. 

MFL5591





5 Reply

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

thats because old diseased people can only die once. 

Survival Shield X2

death from COVID-19 has dropped by 96.8 percent over the course
of the pandemic.





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

LOL.  I told you so.   It's called darwinism.

Goodbye, useless eaters.  

Foxy28





1 2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

What a cold-blooded thing to say from a man who lacks the awareness
to write a sentence correctly. Laugh as you wish but God sees you
laughing and He will strike you down in your evil.

CIAspook
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Covidians are a danger to society.  They wanted to put us in
concentration camps.  They wanted to take our children.  They
censored the truth.

The fewer of them there are, the better.  

Xena fobe





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Dr. Robert Redfield is a player of the murderous Gates/WEF/WHO eugenics
cabal and is now trying to recreate history to save his own ass.

Pathetic

American science and medical industries were captured decades ago.

Never trust the government, nor your doctor. Lean to doctor yourself and
families.

jazz571027





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Sudden deaths and whambulance calls are getting weirder and weirder to
listen to live.

You can hear it is the paramedics/dispatchers voices. They all know. They're
all jabbed and terrified- whistling thru the graveyard.

Hey Doc- is that career dissipation light blinking in the corner of your eye,
yet? Maybe you and Gary can get chemo tgoether.

acer_ventura
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2 weeks ago

 

There was an EMT who posted here. He said jabbed hearts are stiff
and don’t respond well to CPR compressions 

BinAnunnaki





4 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

You should have heard those calls during the early jab days, where I
live every 20 minutes there was another call for EMTs to a jab center.

calculator
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I heard they no longer use sirens, only the lights. 

Xena fobe





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

"T]hose vaccines saved a lot of lives, but they also—we have to be
honest, some people got significant side effects from the vaccine,” he
said.“I have a number of people that are quite ill and they never had
COVID, but they are ill from the vaccine,” he continued. “And we just
have to acknowledge that.”":  As one in the legal profession for 50 years
now, I can tell you that when I hear "to be honest" in the course of a
deposition, my back immediately gets up.  Simply put, it is an
acknowledgement that the person saying it is/was a liar.  So, let's get to the
bottom line here.  There is relatively little, to NO, actual proof, that the so-
called "vaccines" saved anyone and there is SUBSTANTIAL evidence that
they either ruined the lives of, or killed, many.  Where does that leave us? 
With a totally discredited medico-industrial complex I would say.

Le Baron





4 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The Vaxx saved nobody, but damaged everybody who took it.

Billy Python
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2 weeks ago

 

At best.  

Chargly





1 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

No presumption of intent to harm.  Which may be entirely accurate or
not.  That is another reason trials are necessary immediately.

Chargly





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

More and more it comes out.  My gut is this is coming out to serve as a
redirect to the real issue, which little has been written and is already
underway, that the government is moving *all* vax’s to the mRNA model,
regardless of previous history of efficacy.

 

Dzin
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2 weeks ago

 

Well that seems to be so yesterday after this?

Wishful thinking?

Chargly





4 Reply

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago

 

That is why I will never ever take any vaccine ( including flu ) ever
again. Thank god I figured this out before taking a third Covid vaccine .
My wife and I , both unbelievablely healthy at 74 and 69 got strangely
sick for about a month or 2 during 2 out of the last 3 winters - takes a
while for that crap to get out of our bodies ( I hope)

sbrowsbrow
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It's a shame, we won't even be able to take a tetanus shot if we step
on a rusty nail.  





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The vaccines didn't "save lives", what a fucking dolt. It's killed over 17
million people. Pfizer went to court to try and hide the fact it killed 1223
people in the 1st 90 days of use, over 50,000 serious vaccine injuries and
10% of all pregnant women had spontaneous abortions. But there's no
indication that any lives were saved, Pfizer never tested the vaccine for
efficacy, not at all.

So this was never anything other than a weapon used to kill people. The
sooner people wrap their head around that the sooner we can start
executing them for their part in this genocide.

chubbar





5 1 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Where did Jacinda of NZ flee to in order to save her own hide?

"11-2-21 Jacinda Genocides the Maori with $23.5 million through the new
$120 million Māori Communities COVID-19 Fund."

BorraChoom





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

She is Klaus Schwabs pet so most likely is hanging out in the vampire
lair...

RozKo





5 2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Viruses are said to be pieces of genetic material wrapped in a protein coat
which act as intracellular parasites that hijack the cell’s protein machinery
and pathways (ribosomes and endoplasmic reticulum) in order to replicate.

Basically, whether they are said to be RNA or DNA viruses the process is the
same. The virus makes its way into the cell and inserts its genetic material
into a cell’s protein manufacturing machinery so that the cell produces the
viral proteins necessary for the virus to replicate, instead of producing the
proteins required by the living organism. Well, if the protein machinery does
not exist exactly how does replication, then take place?

If you combine this with the lack of proof of isolation of any virus and
the numerous failed transmission studies that have taken place over
the last 150 years, viruses seem to be nothing but the fairy tale of
virologists and all vaccination a sick joke.

Arielle
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Germ Theory set real medical innovation back at least a century now.

Silly rabbits don’t understand that your body isn’t a machine to just
swap out a part and put another one in and viola good as new.

Snikkster
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The RFK Jr book does a great job describing miasma vs germ
theory 

BinAnunnaki
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rfk is germ theory guy. He is a vaccine guy. What are you on
about?

toejam
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

What a fool.....he was doing good until "which he said “saved a lot of lives”
but also made some people “quite ill.” Not ONE LIFE was saved by this
poison-shot...not one....!!!!

ProsperD9





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Everybody still believes thay despite the risk of self inflicting injury the
vaccines still worked. 

Just stop reading right there. Because thays the problem. - isn't. It. That
such an assertion is total and complete bullshit. 

The fact that NOBODY has been held responsible for this total over reach by
the state, is all you need to know thay there is no intention of coming clean
just as there is no intention of back down - as there is no intention of ever
admitting theu were wrong. 

No bigger lie and no bigger threat to humanity than Covid 19.

Pareto





2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

it's the same "science" as carrying a pet rock around to ward off bears
in the forest. I've never been attacked by a bear, and I always carry my
pet rock around, ergo the rock dissuades the bears.

Juche Tony
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2 weeks ago

 

Lock him up.

50-50
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

Not worried because I was smart enough to say "fuck off" and not get
jabbed. If you are one of those weak ass individuals that caved in like a
pussy and gets sick or worse down the road then too bad.

 

smp21





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

The surest sign of being compromised by a job is the sudden ability to say
something different, while no longer in the job.  

Robert De Zero





2 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

cognitive dissonance, constantly checking your own speech so as not
to err, is one of the most tiring things living anywhere, but it's worst in
the workplace.

It's why working class guys on building sites are some of the happiest
workers, they don't GAF.

Juche Tony
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2 weeks ago

 

The best treatment for COVID wasn't the vaccine. Or HCQ or Ivermectin. It
was staying at home and avoiding care homes and hospitals. Stay at home
and you were safe. 

 

As for risks, they can admit it all now the juice is already inside the tubes.

leicestersq
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2 weeks ago

 

Staying at home isn't an option for normal people.  I caught covid
multiple times and it was just a cold. 

Imaverb
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2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

 

So The Big Lie is still on for Redfield.

Actually, there was no significant threat, and the vaccine had zilch benefits.

His numbers are garbage, he's still walking around dumb as a post.

What he should have said is the vaccines were "impotent" and "made a
lot of money".

I Write Code

In his interview on NewsNation, Dr. Redfield said that the vaccines
that were developed as part of Operation Warp Speed were
“important” and saved “a lot of lives.” However, despite their
benefits, the drawbacks of the vaccines must be a matter of open
discussion, he said.





5 Reply

2 weeks ago

 

Saved no lives, and will make a lot of people dead.

quasi_verbatim
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Let’s go over this one more time:

Pfizer CEO- Albert Bourla, radical Zionist and Jew;

Moderna CEO, Stephane Bancel, radical Zionist and Jew;

AstraZ. CEO,  Pascal Soriot, radical Zionist and Jew;

J&J CEO, Alex Gorsky, radical Zionist and Jew;

SputnikV CEO, Alex Gamalay, radical Zionist and Jew. 

Operation Warp Speed, Donald Trump, radical Zionist first Jewish President:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ptrCuineBegh/

Perfidious Albion the Seventh
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Jew this, Jew that…

whatever, Hitler.

thoughtbubble
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When is Fauchi going to prison for funding gain of function research at the
Wuhan lab in China?

 

 

Systems Planet
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WTF is this guy or any .gov asswipe going to prison?   Never.

Jailtheinsiders
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Warp speed clot shots!  For people who are too trusting of their government
and too stupid to think for themselves. Anyone think we're in a world wide
depopulation operation?

ron17571
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Yes, but this is just the beginning.

The Future Is Now
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CNN political commentator Alice Stewart dies

By Holmes Lybrand, Evan Perez and Kaanita Iyer, CNN

Updated 9:51 PM EDT, Sat May 18, 2024

https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/18/politics/alice-stewart-cnn-commentator-
dies/index.html

The Future Is Now

Alice Stewart, a veteran political adviser and CNN political
commentator who worked on several GOP presidential
campaigns, has died. She was 58.

Law enforcement officials told CNN that Stewart’s body was
found outdoors in the Belle View neighborhood in northern Virginia
early Saturday morning. No foul play is suspected, and officers
believe a medical emergency occurred.
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"no foul play"

 

jmack
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I guess zerohedge is getting paid big bucks to do the modified limited
hangout  whitewash of these genocidal maniacs.

jmack
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No, they're strictly low rent. The Epoch Times has nothing to offer than
a warmed over rehash of the same old BS for a few paltry clicks.

DogFleas
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Never take another vaxxine into your body. They're all made in 3rd world
shixholes...

jerry'skid
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THEY say that a vaccine is supposed to help the immune system deal with
pathogens by exposing these to the body in small doses. Ok I can see how
this could sound convincing but then why would you first bypass the
immune system which is predominantly in the stomach and intestines?

THEY claim that modified RNA 'vaccines' are intended to make cells
produce the very pathogen/toxic substance that IS the 'disease'. How did
they even think there? Having the body produce the very thing the immune
system is supposed to combat? Sorry that is just stupid and at the very core
concept level. Ask yourself this - what mechanism or function is there to
stop producing the substance inside the cells?

Their own 'science' doesn't make sense even if you believe them to be
honest and well intending.

hugin-&-munin
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They all modify a person's DNA permanently.  

Imaverb
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That's what they claim and how anyone can think that's a good
thing is beyond me. Who even thinks that it's a good 'theory' to
permanently create toxic compounds inside cells?

hugin-&-munin
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This is actually proven and not theory at all.  We've know this as
fact for many decades.  That's what mrna does at its core
essence.  

Imaverb
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It is high time We the People hold our own trials.

Tom Angle
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What?

Unholy crap!

No need for persons under 50!

You f*cking maniacs.

Chargly
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You might need us more than you think.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado

No need for persons under 50!
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Is that supposed to be a joke?

Chargly
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In essence only the elderly should have got this, if at all', and the
entire country to 80% got it.

Total insanity!

When are the trials for malfeasance and malpractice?

Immediately!  Is not soon enough.

Chargly
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One of the biggest side effects has been the loss of taste and smell. I know
several people who lost their taste and smell so this tells me the jab had a
huge side effect

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Not only did it have a side effect, most people still caught COVID
anyhow, making the entire thing a total scandal.  All of the downside of
side effects, none of the supposed benefits of immunity.

CosmoJoe
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When will they admit the 'Significant Side Effects' of Ozempic?

toady
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The doctors are checking with the lawyers. They’ll get back to you.

rockstone
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When another rich POS gets something bad from it then it will make
the neeeews. Outside of that no chance.

Jam1981
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The CDC "still recommends vaccination".   Is there any further proof of the
malevolent attitude of our "masters" than that comment, in spite of the body
of text in this article?   To the local and Fed Govt....see the reaction of the
citizenry the next time you try to mandate a lockdown.  As Clint Eastwood
once said, "go ahead punk, make my day".

Spetzco
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You see... what you high-browed academic idiots will NEVER acknowledge
is that these soulless cretins are only now beginning to emerge from under
their rocks to sublimate the truth of their nefarious deeds during the jew-
induced plandemic.  We must hold them ALL to account.  We must never
relent in our pursuit to have them all hung for mass murder.  these words
come from one whose own mother perished insufferably as a result of the
poisonous toxins peddled by the tribe of destruction.  I will NEVER cease in
my push to reveal this satanic entity.  They may hide for a generation, but
(((their))) time will come.  May I live to see that glorious day of retribution...
 vengeance and renewal of mankind.

eyewillcomply
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I was with you until I read "jew-induced".   How about simply
"authoritarian induced".  I'd go with that.

Spetzco
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Because all parties at the top of the pyramid of the scamdemic were
JEWISH, sir.  To deny this is to deny reality.  I do not care anymore
about offending anyone with my frank comments on this matter.
 The guilty party of the entire scamdemic we Jewish.  Say it with
me... JEWISH.

There.  See?  That wasn't so hard.  Truth is what it is... and the
longer we skirt our way around that truth, the longer will the day of
retribution AGAINST them be.  Personally, I don't want to dilly dally
with this.  I WANT RETRIBUTION, VENGEANCE and JUSTICE
served on every single one of the plandemic planners and
executioners.  

eyewillcomply
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Always an EX official that has his come to Jesus moment and comes clean
after he has no position to do anything about it. You didn't do anything then
and you can't now. Now go die somewhere and stick a booster in you Neck
on the way out..

cowdiddly
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Brought to you by CDC/moderna/Pfizer/bill gates 

All Hell Soros
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2 steps ahead of you. I get no vaccines. 

Dog Money
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I can't believe that the CDC is still promoting the jab even after all we now
know about the harms and deaths caused by these evil jabs!

tornado77
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I can believe it, because they are a corrupt arm of the Pharmacueticals.

logically possible
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The pharmaceutical industry pays much of their budget, same for the
FDA, and when their employees leave the government, they usually go
straight to the drug companies.  Hundreds of billions of $ mean more
to our regulatory agencies and the drug companies than do human
lives.  Sadly, the medical associations and hospitals acquiesce in this
simply for the fat paychecks.  

Wyoming6
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over 65 need a jab every 4 months

 

My sister just had her FOURTH booster (also another flu shot. The last
round was COVID and RSV)

When I asked why, given she just had one a few weeks ago, she
replied 'CDC recommends (and so does their bible, the NYT)'

BlackRaven135
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So you stay silent and let people get sick.  Way to do your job.

Methos004
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Indeed.

Where was he earlier?

 

BlackRaven135
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Ask Vancouver Canucks #1 scorer, Brock Boeser, what the main side effect
is. 

https://edmontonjournal.com/sports/hockey/nhl/cult-of-hockey/gutted-for-
boeser-hockey-world-reacts-to-brock-boeser-missing-game-7-due-to-
blood-clot-issues

3.14159
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Hockey and Soccer players are the most heathiest people alive. No
way a blood clot is natural. 

Old Cav Scout
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Absolutely

BlackRaven135
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In a film called Died Suddenly a gathering of funeral home owners
where they displayed what they were finding when they embalmed, in
some cases impossible due to fibrous material

They were charged with lying. So, EVERY funeral home owner was
lying? 

A young girl, had the jab and developed a clot so bad they had to take
her leg (then there was another clot)

Guess she was lying too

BlackRaven135
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Suggest reading the Plague of Corruption.  When they announced a vax for
Covid and I found out that there were NO antigens for the body of the virus,
I told everyone I knew to NOT vax. mRNA has been around for years and
never really worked.  ALso, the mRNA contained pseudouridene which
makes it hard for your body to get rid of the spike protein production as the
mRNA is hard to degrade.  We now are in the age of "long vax".

biochemdr
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Both my SIL and a close friend had the exact same circumstances that
ended in death. In less than 2 weeks both went from very healthy and active
50 year olds to dead. Symptoms exactly the same: fist pain in the neck area
that wont go away, go to hospital, they don't know what is wrong! 2 days
later - its cancer!  2 days later - looks bad - ventilator. 2 days later - dead.
Both left kids behind and spouses. Plus plenty of others including friends of
friends etc etc. We ALL know people who have died from these - and if you
don't know you will soon. 

better_off_dead
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My 30 year old neighbor is now having the left side of his face go
numb and also experiencing double-vision. I'm praying for him
because he has a great wife and two little girls.

Old Cav Scout
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I remember daily in prayer all who suffer side effects of the jab. The
need now is critical and deaths with a side note: "unknown cause"
is rampant now also

BlackRaven135
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2 friends are dead, one murdered in ICU by Fauci's favorite elixir,
Remdisivir, and many have been infected more than once, one so
badly he had to be hospitalized. The common denominator?

ALL fully jabbed

Me? I have not had so much as a sniffle for 4 years, but I did not sign
up for the jab either. I signed up for what THEY called 'barnyard paste'
despite fact Merck won a Nobel in '15 for human use. For those who
claim it was never to be used that way, THEY are wrong

Drugs are often used for other than purpose intended. A good example
is Ozempic, now used for cosmetic instead of diabetes

BlackRaven135
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Depopulation?                   

                                                 The Two Paths to Build Back Better

“If there was ever a time when the West is crumbling from within, and
the end gold is to Build Back Better creating a new world order from
the ashes, there have been two schools of thought. First, there have
been those who believed that creating another Great Depression would
achieve that objective just as Roosevelt ended free-market capitalism.
The second is that to also reduce the population, we need a war to
achieve all the goals and Build Back Better as they did following World
War II”

                              Anything less than those two types of events will not
achieve their goal.

‘Billions’ of Vaxxed Will Die in ‘Onrushing Death Wave,’ Analyst Warns

Frank Bergman May 19, 2024 - 

A leading analyst has raised the alarm over concerns that an “onrushing
death wave” will soon wipe out “billions” of Covid-vaccinated people around
the world.

The warning was issued by Dr. Richard Sauder.

Sauder is an American researcher with multiple degrees and the author of
several books.

After analyzing multiple studies and expert opinions, Sauder issued a
warning that a “wave” is coming our way that will result in mass death
among the Covid vaccinated.

This will be followed by mass destruction, Dr. Sauder predicts.

In his report, Sauder states:

“Governments, public health ministries, and Big Pharma are not talking
about what is coming – because they are deeply complicit in despicable,
genocidal crimes – but there are a number of prominent, world-class,
medical scientists explaining what is in the cards over the next few years: a
tsunami of death, due to the billions of so-called Covid-19 vaccines that
were injected into hordes of victims in countries all over the world.”

Dr. Sauder cites recent reporting from Slay News regarding warnings from
Dr. Dolores Cahil.

As Slay News reported, Cahil warns that everyone who got vaccinated with
Covid mRNA shots will be dead within three to five years, “even if they have
had only one injection.”

Cahill has more than 25 years of experience in dealing with high-throughput
protein arrays, antibody arrays, proteomics technology development, and
automation.

The experience includes work on how proteins and antibodies can be used
in biomedical applications, including biomarker discovery, diagnostics, and
personalized medicine.

Cahill currently serves as a professor of translational science at University
College Dublin School of Medicine’s Conway Institute.

WATCH:       https://slaynews.com/news/billions-vaxxed-die-onrushing-
death-wave-analyst-warns/

In addition, Sauder cites recent warnings from Bill Gates’s former Vaccine
advisor Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche.

As Slay News reported, Dr. Bossche, one of the world’s leading virologists,
has warned the public that a “massive tsunami” of “chaos” and “death” is
about to decimate the global Covid mRNA-vaccinated population.

Bossche warns that a “huge, huge wave” of illness and deaths among those
vaccinated for Covid is now “imminent.”

The top scientist says this “massive tsunami” will collapse hospitals and
cause financial, economic, and social “chaos.”

“What I am predicting is a massive, massive tsunami” of illness and
death among highly-vaccinated populations with compromised
immune systems, Bossche said.

“You will see what will happen, for example, in the next coming weeks…is
more and more cases of more serious long Covid…

“They will start to replace the surge of the cancers…now we have a more
chronic phase.

“It will end with a hyper-acute phase, a huge, huge wave…

“I’ve been studying this now for four years.

“I know what I’m talking about,” Bossche asserted.

“The thing I want your audience to understand, what we will be facing in the
hyper-acute Covid crisis that is imminent, is that we will have to build a
completely new world…” Bossche continues.

“It is very very clear that when this starts, our hospitals will collapse.

“And that means the chaos in all kinds of layers of society — financial,
economic, social, you name it — will be complete.”

“And that is what I’m very clearly predicting…

“It’s very strange for me to make such statements, but I’m not hiding it
because I’m two hundred percent convinced that it will happen,” he warned.

“This will be something that will be reported in history for many many
generations to come,” he noted.

In a separate statement, Bossche warned of a coming “wave of morbidity”
and “mortality” among the Covid mRNA vaccinated.

The former Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation scientist and vaccine expert
warned that populations around the world will soon experience a
“completely unprecedented” plunge.

Bossche predicts that the death toll will be “up to 30-40% in highly
vaccinated countries.”

READ MORE – CDC Admits Covid Shots Killed 500,000 Children &
Young Adults

dustinthewind
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The worlds leading eugenicist billionaire and number one pusher of the
covid jabs Bill Gates said he could reduce the worlds population
through vaccinations. Things that make ya go hmmmm...

aegis551
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and Gates is pushing a new threat 'better living through chemistry' .
. . .'meat'

BlackRaven135
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Yeah, it's going to be a mess.

BigPopper
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what has failed Gates is now waving around 'better living through
chemistry' meat. 

BlackRaven135
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And the VAERS database is unpopular with the industrial medical
community and is consequently grossly underreported.  The 40 to 1 ratio
offered by an informed healthcare worker may still be short of reality.  Also,
no mention of turbo-cancers and related.  That stuff is still emerging from
the fog of obfuscation.

Ckierst1
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'medical' hacks' panties always in a bind pestering me continuously

BlackRaven135
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Death is now merely a 'side-effect'

old shoe

Brody Cameron, a rising star in New Zealand rugby and son of ACT
Member of Parliament Mark Cameron, has died suddenly at the age
of 22.
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Death is the expected result.

aegis551
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I was not allowed to leave Canada because I was not "fully vaccinated". You
could not get on a plane or train or ship or cross the US border. So fuck off.

DeeDeeTwo
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They have fixed Social Security. 

Hail Spode
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Tired of all these people rushing to get on the right side of history.

jammyjo
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

motive unclear
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My in-laws called me a granny killer for refusing to take the death shot...

Aubiekong
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Change your in-laws.

acementhead
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When does Trump take responsiblility?

Right after he puts Hillary in jail? Oh that's right "they're good people". 

Right after the J6's are pardoned and get to sue for "cruel and unusual"
pumishments?

Right after Snowden and Assange are pardoned.

He's more likely to pardon the Bidens than have any of that happen.

All talk. 

Biden 24. If we going over the cliff, screw the mirrors, the seatbelts and the
speed limit.

Floor it. 

 

TheRoadtoSmurfdom
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You must not have kids or grandkids....

Aubiekong
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You must not have kids or grandkids....
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We know how this ends. Trump maybe taps the brakes and the five
minutes after he's inaugurated; the Dems move articles of
impeachment; the deep state/media/government/education axis
goes on doing what they always do.. and if he moves against them
they'll tell us it's an attack on Democracy.

Either he couldn't or didn't move the ball during his term. Now is 4th
down on our 1 with 2 seconds left and we're down by 5. Got a plan?

TheRoadtoSmurfdom
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This was the greatest mistake of his presidency.   Before that there
were some doozies like appointing Barr and Bolton, but history will not
treat this one kindly.  I still hope he wins in November, it gives me a
little more time before I have to do my duty for this republic.

Justapleb
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Death is quite a significant side effect to ignore for 4 years. 

Obake158
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Ding!

Chargly
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Classic weasel words.

Might suggest that more embarrassing revelations (and more CYA
apologetics) are coming?

zamizdat

"we kind of got canceled..."

"we have to be honest..."

"there were “significant” side effects that made people sick"
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"we have to be honest"

meaning "we got caught ...."

flykiller
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“If you were to look right now, individuals under the age of 18, it’s about
0.01 percent, 19 to say 69, it’s more like 0.3 percent. And if you’re over
the age of 70, it’s about 5 percent now,” he testified at the time.  [he said
that in Sept 2020]

OK, seniors needed a vax if one could be made possible, and Warp Speed
(funding the vax development) made sense for seniors.  The mortality rates
for those under 70 need to be split again -- healthy and unhealthy.  The
mortality rate among the obese was somewhere around 10x higher than
among the healthy, so the mortality rates for those who are not obese and
under 70 was extremely small.

By March or April of 2021, when the shots became available to people other
than seniors, the mortality rate had declined even further (as the virus
morphed into less virulent forms), most noticeably among the young and
healthy.

Which leads to the obvious conclusion to everyone but Pfizer, the Biden
WH, and Fauci -- people under 50 or 60 or 70 who were not obese and had
no other high risk situations should NOT have ever gotten the shots.  Giving
these shots to healthy children, healthy young people, pregnant women, etc
was CRIMINAL.

Should obese 40 year olds have gotten the shot?  IDK, maybe, maybe not. 
What they really needed to do was exercise, eat right, and lose weight,
because that would have reduced their risks from covid far more than the
shots.

So we now have 10% excess deaths with a large % from cancers directly
linked to the shots (Japan study), off-the-charts for young healthy people
dying from heart problems, women with reproductive issues, etc, all
because we had to give the shot to people who got no benefit from it. 

User262626
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.

Carolynn555
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"Should obese 40 year olds have gotten the shot?  IDK, maybe, maybe
not.  What they really needed to do was exercise, eat right, and lose
weight, because that would have reduced their risks from covid far
more than the shots."

No.  Nobody should have gotten the shot.  NOBODY!

Hexagram64
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there were more things that cost the publics confidence in the medical
industry during covid. mainly their idiotic stance that BLM can gather in big
crowds while others cannot because "muh racism"

Balls
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It's high time for these criminal-nitwits of the Federal Death Agency (FDA)
and the Covid Death Center (CDC) to be held accountable for these bio-
weapon/killer-clot-shots that have been foisted on the American public.

These criminals need to pay for their crimes against humanity.

clyde-the-stride
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The side effects have been known for years. Clots, strokes, myocarditis,
etc...

This is just more gas lighting.

Bay of Pigs
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All the Ferets Died!

K-Rat72
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If somebody doesn't do something to hold people accountable I can almost
guarantee the next time they'll kill even more people.

MrBoompi
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Bush killed a million in Iraq on a lie,  and no one was ever accountable.

PDunnekk
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Two million, but who's counting.

Angle
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I hated Bush when he was Texas Gov ornor and I really hated him as
President. But all these Texas folks just loved him to death.Made me
sick!

K-Rat72
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How long before they admit it was not a pandemic?  Or it was designed by
the MIC?

Pardalis
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You didn't try hard enough, fool. But don't worry: No consequences for your
cowardice.

Jolt

Those of us that tried to suggest there may be significant side
effects from vaccines...
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Ex-CDC Director Says It’s High Time To Admit ‘Significant Side Effects’
Of COVID-19 Vaccines

1) Ya think?

2) Does this mean any consequences for fear mongering COVID vaccines
salesman “We’re doomed! Rochelle Walensky? A strongly worded letter
maybe?

USSA émigré
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They get everything wrong man.  Government.  Everything. 

The medical industry knew what covid was.  Benefit of the doubt, they
knew it was contagious given it was a corona virus.  They knew it
came from a lab given it was near a freaking lab that plays with corona
viruses.  They should have known with relative accuracy how deadly it
was.  They should have known who was at risk.  It certainly wasn't kids
but they managed to screw kid's learning up anyway.

They should have known it made no sense to shut the globe down. 
Just so irresponsible on so many levels. It's hard to believe this was
just typical government negligence.  Too many bad and wrong
decisions in a row.  And, silencing half the medical community that was
speaking out against the vaccine at the time was the biggest red flag if
you ask me.

 

Most objective, sensible people saw through this nonsense from day
1.  

Firehawk734
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If everyone else jumps off a bridge will you do it too? says my mom.

mbalaska
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No virus can survive a blood alcohol level of 0.3%.  Pro tip...

Angle
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I recommend drinking, heavily.

Fiscal Reality
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That confirms my independent research.

Angle
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never have seen a sick drunk.

liberty2day
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During the worst of it I remember going to the Korean seafood restaurant
and it was a jam packed party and no masks. They found ways to get away
with it and I thought that was great. 

Mystery Buyer
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"The severity of COVID-19 remains a matter of debate because it’s unclear
whether deaths were overcounted or undercounted due to various factors..."

 

Deaths were way over counted, as early treatment would have kept most
out of the hospital, where hospital protocols caused most of the deaths,
particularly after the PREP Act protocol was enforced. Coachella Valley
doctors Fareed and Tyson early treated over 15,000 Covid patients without a
single death.

moneybots
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Where did the flu and all the other ailments people get every year go?

All to be replaced with covid????

That's bullshit my friend

The big diet - it's coming
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They shut down my local bowling alley, but all the go-go bars were open.

Angle
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My favorite was they let the bars stay open but not late at night.
Because the virus comes out more at night lol.

Mystery Buyer
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I love that nobody trusts the CDC anymore or the so-called scientific
community regarding vaccines generally. Because it's exactly what they
deserve. They deserve to be completely defunded. They are not succeeding
sufficiently at their stated mandate so deserve zero tax dollars. Return to the
free market for medical innovation

shimbo
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The CDC has lost all credibility. Most people won’t even get the flu shot now

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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amazing because for 3 years during Covid, there were zero reported flu
fatalities---ZERO

They may have back charged the statistics by now, but during those
three years, that was the "official" data.

Snaffew
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It's high time a whole bunch of people went to jail for manslaughter.

The Mason
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It was all entirely pre-meditated, a conspiracy between government
and pharmaceutical corporations.

Angle
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Crimes against humanity.

Porous Horace
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manslaughter, my ass - it was premeditated murder!

Hexagram64
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"kind of" ... "afraid" ...

Such words do not befit a 'scientist', particularly one who's concerned with
public health policy.  The reality is that Redfield and others like him either
willingly colluded or allowed themselves to be steamrollered by the
orthodoxy and "never let a crisis go to waste" politicrats in order to save
their careers.   You don't get a "pass" now that the gubmint has had its
hypocritical, unfounded, and authoritarian diktats beaten back by SCOTUS
and the heavily-redacted FOIAs come out spilling the beans on the corpo-
gubmint moneyed collusion and censorship.. and the gubmint is still
shoveling shit.   Such people really need to consider whether they have the
backbone needed to truly call themselves "Doctor", and continuing to call
oneself that is the reason you people are so discredited.   We simply don't
see any of you smacktards falling on your swords, so get out of here with
your backing-and-filling.

Never forget.

Ardent Glazier
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No quarter. No forgiveness.

 

EVER.

Melly
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My, my...Have we come to that point in the script?

California Sober
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Absolutely scripted. Next up, blame Trump for the whole thing.

Bishy71
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Ya think. Lil late for bob sagat and hank aron

cocoa2000
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Or my neighbor, childhood friend, and two in-laws 

Magnum
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Yep,,,buried 3 back home,,,miL bat shit crazy and last month my siL
three days in hospital with sepsis age 49. Oh that was so normal pre
2021,

😉🤣😂😂🤣

cocoa2000
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way too damn little, way too damn late.

buzzsaw99
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Kind of like the way our congress passes bills, no need to read what's
in them.

Piano Lessons & Cornichons
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Bills that are written by corporate lobbyists...

Angle
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The essence of fascism.

Piano Lessons & Cornichons
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Sorry, but not sorry kind of deal?

Piano Lessons & Cornichons
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What scares me is the rumor that the vaxx is secretly given in dental
novacaine shots.  If true, I'm a gonner.  

And how could we ever trust an ordinary vaccine again?  We can't.  

Xena fobe
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^^ Your brain on misinformation lmao.

White Trash
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Your face in the trash.

Piano Lessons & Cornichons
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75 years to release data?!?!?  I know many hurt from vax 1 died ..100's of
billion into other pockets..biggest looting of this country 

Mr.B
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Keep talking from your cell.

50-50
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Both a Thai and a Swiss study showed a consistent 2-3% incidence of heart
damage from the jab. A Japanese study indicated a huge increase in cancer
deaths that exceeded COVID deaths by several times.

gm_general
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I would say death is a significant side effect!!!

The Sword of Dom DeLuise
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The issue was making it mandatory.  Its awesome the government and big
companies rallied together to come up with solutions.  Its awesome
government told the companies don't worry about lawsuits, etc.......just
figure this out.  All of that is just swell.   They crossed the line when they
said it worked great....and you must take it or lose your job, get shamed,
etc.  And the folks in big media and big tech that shut down all dissenting
opinions should be prosecuted...

Cable Guy
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And informed consent was absent. 

Mandatory medical experimentation violates the Geneva Convention.  

 

Xena fobe
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Vaccine pusher Alice Stewart of CNN just died suddenly at age 58

https://x.com/TaraBull808/status/1792013304703103258

The Sword of Dom DeLuise
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Gee, that's too bad...

Angle
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The misinformation spreaders were trying to save her life!

Give Me Some Truth
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Bye bye vaxx pusher. 

Xena fobe
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There was never a medical justification for inflicting these pseudo-mRNA
injections on children either.  

FendallHawkins
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Kind of got canceled? More like there was censorship that the govt and big
tech media will not be held accountable for. A large part of US citizens were
demonized for disagreeing with the corrupt agenda of the bureaucrats. 

Because he was part of the promotion of the scheme, this is a limited
hangout mea culpa.

It reminds me of Fauci saying that masks weren’t effective before flip-
flopping and later saying he lied so there wouldn’t be a run on masks. 

 

CC713Techman
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This article continues -- after four years! -- to obscure the difference
between the case fatality (i.e., deaths among those presenting to medical
care with noticeable symptoms specifically related to Covid-19 infection)
and infection fatality (deaths among those testing positive on notoriously
unreliable and highly cross-reactive PCR tests).  Only in the former -- and
when cases generally only presented once active pneumonia developed --
did Covid-19 ever display fatality rates exceeding 5%.

Faeriedust
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Redfield is still trying to distance himself from the lynch mob coming
for his co-conspirators in the .gov Covid grift.

Demologos
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No, he's not. He's part of the ''do it better next time'' plan. Wake up.

https://x.com/EpochTimes/status/1790371485233926376

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8zg3h2uxvmaceos/WHO%20IS%20TE
AM%20ENIGMA%3F%20(How%20Bad%20Is%20My%20Batch).p
df?e=1&dl=0

toejam
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have you ever heard zionist/elites/riches  plan of reducing world population
under 500 millions, 

Mb77
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Those that are aware of that are 1 in a million.  

Xena fobe
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Vaccine injury & Acknowledging losses.  We are in chapters 17 -18  of the
“futuristic” Spars Pandemic 2025-2028 scenario as penned by the Johns
Hopkins Center document. https://ia902805.us.archive.org/25/items/spars-
2025a-2028/spars%202025a2028_text.pdf

So great a cloud
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>>./.>>

                                                                          Office 1327

{

....... Another ZIONIST treason from the uSS-criminal regime and the DEEP
STATE.

}

<<./.<<

Ted Baker
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The greatest sin during the pandemic was officials placing all of our hopes
on an experimental vaccine, and only the vaccine. When the truth of the
matter, and this information seems to have been suppressed during 2020,
was that there was another lifesaving option. And this lifesaving option was
our own immune system. 

People died of covid because they had a weak immune system in most
cases. And they never took steps to strengthen it by taking multi-vitamin
and multi-mineral supplements, plus eating a balanced diet, including
greens. If people were informed of this, most people would never have died
of covid, since their own immune system would have fought it off before it
turned into covid pneumonia, and then death.

And when I say mulit-vitamin and multi-mineral supplements, I mean the
ones containing the 23 essential vitamins and minerals. And this is always in
a pill form. Not the bullshit gummies, not the bullshit liquid ones. The bad
tasting stuff was removed from them in order for them to taste good, or to
make them easier to ingest. Trouble is, what they took out so they would sell
are what we actually needed to build a strong immune system. 

As I always said, if we take care of our immune system, it will take care of
us. But this important advice was totally ignored by the officials and the
media, or by people who simply chose not to believe this longtime
discovery. Even foods like spinach. It never built strong muscles as depicted
in Popeye cartoons, but it does help in building a strong immune system. It
is loaded with some of the vitamins and minerals needed for a strong
immune system. 

mailll
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People didn’t die “of Covid” - because it has never been proven to
exist. They died from the common flu - and lethal protocols proscribed
by money hungry hospitals that were incentivized to murder their
patients with Remdesivir. Midazolam and intubation. 

John Basilone
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If you never accept the proof, there will never be any proof. The
proof of covid is only when you decide to accept the proof. And
belief is not proof, it is only a belief. So if you never believe there
was covid, then there never was any covid. And many who did not
"believe" there was covid, are now dead after contracting covid. 

All of these people, including some that I know, died of covid. And
of course, they all died "with" covid, because it is very difficult for
someone to die of covid "without" having covid.

mailll
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Then show your proof. Of cv and virus existence, transmission
and causation. Otherwise, you are a liar.

toejam
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You are correct, I have not been sick in 6 years and did not have covid.
I worked around several people who were diagnosed with covid and
never got sick because I was taking several things that support the
immune system daily.

mkszhn
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Thanks to you and all the others here on ZH preaching this gospel, I
was never diagnosed with Covid despite working consistently through
the first two years before retiring to refuse the vaccine.  I simply
supplemented my regular daily intake of salad for lunch and fresh
spinach at dinner with a multivitamin and additional vitamin D.  Nary a
sniffle for four years, now, and no need for lifelong monitoring waiting
for vaccine aftereffects.

Faeriedust
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I have a friend who almost died of pneumonia just before the
pandemic started, and one who used to have constant and long
lasting colds. I told my friend to start eating a balanced diet in order
to build her immune system. She said she did not like any of them
foods that were actually good for her immune system. So, I gave her
a bottle of multi-vitamin and multi-mineral supplements (the pill form
only, which also contained iron, as not all of them do contain iron),
and she has been taking them religiously for over three and a half
years now. She hardly even catches a cold now. And when she did
catch covid, she didn't even know she had it. No fever, no fatigue,
no nothing except she lost her sense of smell for a couple of weeks.
And another condition she had also for the most part, disappeared.
Her immune system went from poor, to as strong as ever. And she
did get the vaccine also, with no side effects. But to this day, her
and I believe if she hadn't started taking these supplements, covid
would have killed her, just as it did a very close friend of hers. 

And just a note, Covid is not a fake disease. It was very real, and led
to the deaths of a few people in my area. And if none of them
caught covid, they would all still be alive today. 

mailll
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"officials placing all of our hopes on an experimental vaccine, and only
the vaccine"

LOL, are you serious? You still do not comprehend what this really
was/is about?

Argentumentum
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Kind of got cancelled? Getting fired is kind of? Getting black balled is kind
of? Broken family and friend relationships is kind of?

MerwinsWharf
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Biden 2021

The overwhelming majority of people in the hospital have COVID-19 are —
almost all of those dying from COVID-19 are not vaccinated.  Not
vaccinated. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-
remarks/2021/08/23/remarks-by-president-biden-on-the-covid-19-
response-and-the-vaccination-program-7/

 

Jackprong
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Also, the Pedo Pete's patience is wearing thin.

No-Go zone
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''Combined Vaccines Against COVID-19, Flu, and Other Respiratory
Illnesses Could Soon Be Available''

Here ya go.

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2819072

toejam
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''Dr. Robert Redfield, former director of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), said Thursday that many officials who tried to warn the
public about potential problems with COVID-19 vaccines were
pressured into silence and that it’s high time to admit that there were
“significant” side effects that made people sick.''

This, vv, Dr. Redfield?

https://x.com/EpochTimes/status/1790371485233926376

A germ theory guy. Like fauci.

toejam
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There was zero reason for anyone under 50 (or probably even 60) who was
not obese to get the jab.  I remember the talking heads on TV (mostly
female) who were shamelessly pushing the vaccine for kids.  But no one will
be held accountable.  Fauci deserves to be drawn and quartered. Instead,
he is enjoying retirement and probably wears his Presidential Medal of
Freedom everywhere he goes.

rbg81
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No reason  for ANYONE to take it

TokyoJoe2
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Redfield is controlled opposition. Admit there is a vaccine injury issue but
glide past by saying overall the vaccines benefits outweigh the injuries 

 

BinAnunnaki
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... and where does he get it IFR numbers?

0.23% IFR over everyone...

 

That user name is already taken
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People should take responsibility for being stupid

Why should i save anybody?

captain noob
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Don't care. These blind sheep chose to worship at the altars of Fauci, Gates
and the deep state.

They can all drop dead. The sooner the better. The beaches malls, and
highways will be less crowded

Pureblud
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And discourse will be on a higher level.  

Xena fobe
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Do you want to to live???

Stay the fck away from "doctors" and turn the fcking cable TV off.

Billy Python
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Yes, this. 
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We all read the virologists who said you can’t vaccinate your way out of a
pandemic 

That idiotic and greedy decision led to the most lethal of the variants, Delta. 

BinAnunnaki
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Did it lead to Delta? ... Or was the Delta a version that was released to
scare people into taking the vaccine? Or maybe released to cover up
vaccine deaths. Or maybe you are correct and it was a byproduct of
vaccination during a pandemic (if it can be called a pandemic).

I think some professor in Japan said that Omicron was not a variant at
all... but a different version ... made in a lab. Someone else told me the
same professor claimed Delta was also not a variation of previous
strains. I've not bothered to verify this... so no claims here... just
wondering too.

Also, some have claimed Omicron is what got rid of Covid. Low
lethality... and spread like crazy. 

That user name is already taken
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Giving this poison to kids is a crime against humanity.    Adults can do as
they please.  Keep getting boosted.   House prices are too high anyways 

Mr.Petersleave
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I expect the administration to come clean on their role in killing millions of
Americans with this bioweapon right about the same time they admit their
complicity in 9/11. That is to say, never. But this isn't going away and if this
isn't rectified to the satisfaction of those of us who know, this nation will
never again be governable, period. When Trump gets back into office he'll
have a small window of opportunity to address this. If he doesn't, we'll know
where he stands. I think he'll do the right thing, but I'm not convinced, guess
we'll all see by this time next year.

chubbar
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'We meant well. Hey look, a squirel!'

ipso_facto
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Trump will never admit he made a mistake rushing a medical
intervention.  He was duped like on so many things.  He took for
granted that these "great companies" had good intentions.  They didn't
and he will NEVER admit it was his mistake that allowed it to go as far
as it did.  Then FJB came along and turbocharged the idiocy.

calculator
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Suckers

voting machine
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Too late Robert. People have died and are dying due to your criminal
negligence (at least).

You're going down.

hugin-&-munin
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Partial truths are just poison.  The WHOLE truth is beneficial.   The US paid
for the development of this virus.  It escaped a 5hit hole China laboratory
and the drug industry profited huge from the failed government biological
war program they themselves were involved in.  The vax killed lots of people
and hurt far more while safe and effective treatments were systematically
banned.   Burn down the system.  

Weirdly
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I would change escaped to released

TokyoJoe2
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There is a war against True Christians (that is why Orthodox Christianity is
today virulently attacked - Russia and the other Eastern European nations ).

It so happens that most Eastern Europeans are White, the last fortress of
Whites being Russia.

They want to destroy Christianity and the people most susceptible to
Christian ideals (the White race).

In the West, Christianity is dead.Very few True Christians there. Hence they
decided to kill the White majority of the West and replace them with Browns
(Latinos in North America and Middle Easterners in Europe).

Russia and Eastern Europe is where the last war against True Christians will
be fought.

May God help them, otherwise the White race will become extinct and as
such, the message of Christ (God).

Tertsten
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In the West, the majority of the Whites will die off due to the clotshot,
fast cancer catalyst of Pfizer/Moderna.

It is what it is. Some pockets of Whites might survive in the wilderness,
but effectively the White race in the West will be dead in 3-4 decades
all of this will playout.

Tertsten
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(((they))) want to get us down to under 20 million, so that there's
more of them than us.

Juche Tony
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Where the fuck were you back in 2020?

WatchOutForThatTree
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he was at home practicing his nazi salute.

buzzsaw99
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I find it interesting that all of a sudden, more or less, vaxxine side-effects are
now mainstream discussion.

I believe this is to deflect something from them and to prepare people for
the impending demographic collapse.

Tertsten
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1) They're perfect

2) They don't actually work

3) They kill and maim, but this is 'rare'

4) To be continued...

JMRPete
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"interview with Chris Cuomo "

This recent turnabout by cuomo on covid is laughable. What's next, his
brother is going to deny being on tv everyday?

DayWear
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I'm wondering, whom do I trust more ?  Politicians, or the CDC ?

NEITHER ONE, not one little bit!

Doctor TimE.
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I have a few rules I live by.....number one. I never Trust anything the
government tells me. Nothing!

GC

Jailtheinsiders
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